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We prove an accuracy threshold theorem for fault-tolerant quantum computation based
on error detection and postselection. Our proof provides a rigorous foundation for the
scheme suggested by Knill, in which preparation circuits for ancilla states are protected
by a concatenated error-detecting code and the preparation is aborted if an error is
detected. The proof applies to independent stochastic noise but (in contrast to proofs of
the quantum accuracy threshold theorem based on concatenated error-correcting codes)
not to strongly-correlated adversarial noise. Our rigorously established lower bound on
the accuracy threshold, 1.04 × 10−3, is well below Knill’s numerical estimates.
1 Introduction
The theory of fault-tolerant quantum computation [1] establishes that a noisy quantum computer can
simulate an ideal quantum computer accurately. In particular, the quantum accuracy threshold theorem
[2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8] asserts that an arbitrarily long quantum computation can be executed reliably, pro-
vided that the noise afflicting the computer’s hardware is weaker than a certain critical value, the accuracy
threshold.
The numerical value of the accuracy threshold is of considerable practical interest, as it provides a target
for the prospective quantum hardware designer. For a noise model such that faults in the quantum circuit
are independent and identically distributed with fault rate ε (and also for more general “adversarial” local
stochastic noise models), a lower bound on the threshold εth > 2.7× 10−5 was rigorously established in [7];
this lower bound was improved to εth > 1.9× 10−4 in [9].
These lower bounds on the accuracy threshold have been derived by studying fault-tolerant circuits
that process quantum information protected by a concatenated quantum error-correcting code (a self-similar
hierarchy of codes within codes). But Knill [10] has suggested a different approach to fault-tolerant quantum
computing, and numerical studies of Knill’s scheme indicate that a much higher value of the threshold (higher
than 1%) can be achieved. Knill’s scheme is based on the quantum software strategy [11, 12], in which the
execution of fault-tolerant quantum gates is facilitated by the offline preparation of ancilla states, which
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are permitted to interact with the data only after the fidelity of the preparation has been suitably verified.
The novel feature of Knill’s scheme is that the ancilla preparation circuit is protected by a concatenated
error-detecting code, and the ancilla is accepted only if no errors are detected during the preparation; we
refer to this general approach as postselected quantum computation.
The purpose of this paper is to formulate and prove an accuracy threshold theorem for postselected
quantum computation. We are motivated by a desire to put Knill’s optimistic threshold estimates on a
rigorous basis, and also because the theory of postselected quantum computation poses intriguing conceptual
questions, due to the subtlety of assessing the reliability of a quantum circuit conditioned on the acceptance of
all ancilla states. In particular, we will see that to obtain a threshold theorem for postselected computation,
we must posit limits on the correlations in the noise beyond what would be needed if error correction were
used instead of error detection. For a noise model with suitable locality properties, we establish a new
rigorous lower bound on the quantum accuracy threshold, 1.04× 10−3, an improvement by a factor of about
5.5 compared to the best previously established rigorous lower bound, but still an order of magnitude below
Knill’s estimates based on numerical simulations. We note that a threshold theorem for postselected quantum
computation has also been proved recently by Reichardt [13, 14], using completely different methods; he too
reports evidence for a lower bound close to 10−3.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2 we review Knill’s proposed strategy for boosting
the accuracy threshold using postselected computation. In Sec. 3 we preview some of the ingredients in our
analysis, emphasizing the subtlety of estimating the probability of failure in a circuit simulation conditioned
on acceptance by all error-detection gadgets in the circuit, and in Sec. 4 we formulate the locally correlated
stochastic noise model that is assumed in our proof. We prove in Sec. 5 a fundamental lemma relating
goodness (sparseness of faults) to correctness (accurate simulation). In Sec. 6 we develop a method for
“carving” a circuit into nonoverlapping gadgets. This procedure ensures that each fault contributes to the
failure of only one gadget, and enables us to derive an upper bound on the failure probability of a gadget
conditioned on local acceptance; that is, under the assumption that no errors are detected by the gadget.
In Sec. 7 we take the crucial step of relating the failure probability conditioned on local acceptance to the
failure probability conditioned on global acceptance by every error detection in the circuit. We discuss the
analysis of open circuits (circuits that prepare quantum states) in Sec. 8, and in Sec. 9 we complete our new
proof of the quantum threshold theorem based on postselection.
After that, the remainder of the paper is devoted to obtaining an optimized numerical estimate of the
threshold. In Sec. 10 we outline our method, based on counting the “malignant pairs” of locations inside
a gadget. We describe our gadget constructions in Sec. 11, and perform the threshold analysis in Sec. 12.
We make some general remarks about the resource requirements for postselected quantum computation in
Sec. 13, and Sec. 14 contains our conclusions.
2 Knill’s proposal
The goal of fault-tolerant quantum computation is to simulate an ideal quantum circuit using noisy gates.
In this simulation, the logical qubits processed by the computer are protected from damage using a quantum
error-correcting code [15, 16], and the gates acting on the logical qubits are realized by “gadgets” that act
on the code blocks. The gadgets exploit the redundancy of the quantum error-correcting code to diagnose
and remove errors caused by faults; they are carefully designed to minimize propagation of errors among
qubits within the same code block.
The quantum accuracy threshold theorems proved in [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8] are based on concatenated quantum
error-correcting codes [17]. The code block of a concatenated code is constructed as a hierarchy of codes
within codes — the code block at level k of this hierarchy is built from logical qubits encoded at level k−1 of
the hierarchy. Likewise, the fault-tolerant gadgets are constructed as a hierarchy of gadgets within gadgets
— the gadgets at level k are built from gate gadgets at level k−1.
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The key idea underlying the threshold theorem is that if faults are sufficiently rare and not too strongly
correlated, then errors are very likely to be corrected at some level of concatenation before they percolate up
to cause an encoded error at the top level. The precise formulation of the threshold condition depends on
how we choose to model the noise. For example, in a stochastic model the noise is described probabilistically.
We use the term location to speak of an operation in a quantum circuit that is performed in a single time
step; a location may be a single-qubit or multi-qubit gate, a qubit preparation step, a qubit measurement,
or the identity operation in the case of a qubit that is idle during the time step. We assume that at each
circuit location either the ideal operation is executed perfectly or else a fault occurs; a stochastic noise model
assigns a probability to each fault path — that is, to each possible set of faulty locations in the circuit. We
speak of local stochastic noise with fault rate ε if, for any r specified locations in the circuit, the sum of the
probabilities of all fault paths with faults at those r locations is no larger than εr. In this model no further
restrictions are imposed on the noise — for each fault path the trace-preserving quantum operation applied at
the faulty locations is arbitrary and can be chosen adversarially; therefore although ε quantifies the strength
of the noise, the faults can be correlated both temporally and spatially. For this local stochastic noise model,
it was shown in [7] that an ideal quantum circuit can be simulated accurately and with reasonable overhead
provided that ε < εth = 2.7× 10−5, and this rigorous lower bound on the threshold has since been improved
to 1.9× 10−4 in [9].
Once we have established a lower bound εth on the threshold, we can obtain a stronger lower bound ε˜0
by showing that a universal set of gates with fault rate below εth can be simulated by noisier gates with
fault rate ε, where ε˜0 > ε > εth. Knill follows this strategy [10], where the simulation is achieved using error
detection and postselection.
The reason to study postselected circuits is that error detection is easier to execute than error correction,
and therefore the accuracy threshold for postselected quantum computation is higher than estimates of the
quantum accuracy threshold based on quantum error-correcting codes. Our core result in this paper is a proof
of a threshold theorem for postselected quantum computation using concatenated error-detecting codes, and
an estimate of the threshold based on a particular distance-2 quantum code; however, this proof works not
for the local stochastic noise model described above, but only for a more restricted noise model that we will
define in Sec. 4. In some ways our analysis of Knill’s postselected fault-tolerant quantum computation is
similar to the analysis of fault-tolerant quantum computation based on error correction — here any errors
are very likely to be detected at some level before they reach the top level of a concatenated code to cause
an encoded error. Thus, if no errors are detected, there are probably no faults at all (or any errors due to
faulty gates have been eliminated by subsequent error detection steps that project the encoded blocks back
to the code space before an encoded error can occur). Therefore, the postselected computation is reliable.
The price paid for using postselection is a significant overhead cost, because the large majority of the
attempted ancilla preparation circuits are aborted due to detection of an error. However, the goal of the
postselected computation is to achieve simulated gates not with arbitrarily small fault rate, but rather with
fault rate below εth. Therefore, formally the additional overhead cost incurred by preparing ancillas using
Knill’s method is a (large) multiplicative constant, independent of the size of the quantum computation to
be executed.
Knill’s scheme (see Fig. 1) uses two codes, which we will call C1 and C2. The simulated gates act
on the encoded blocks of the code C2; these C2 gates, as well as the error correction, are realized using
“teleportation.” Once suitable C2-encoded ancilla blocks are prepared, the execution of the gate or error
correction is completed by performing a transversal Bell measurement on a data block and one block of
the encoded ancilla. (Pauli operators conditioned on the measurement outcomes would then complete the
teleportation of the C2 gate or error correction, but it is not actually necessary to perform these Pauli
gates; it suffices to keep a classical record of the syndrome inferred from the measurements, a record that is
continually updated as the computation proceeds.)
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Fig. 1. Knill’s scheme for teleporting an encoded quantum gate, shown schematically. Blocks of
the level-k concatenated error-detecting code C◦k1 are encoded, and then a circuit is simulated
that prepares the encoded ancillas for the error-correcting code C2, where each simulated gate is
preceded by an error detection step. Finally, the C◦k1 blocks are decoded to obtain the desired C2
ancilla, and a transversal Bell measurement is performed to teleport the gate and extract the C2
error syndrome.
0-Ga =⇒
1-ED
1-ED
1-Ga
Fig. 2. Level-1 simulation. Each level-0 gate (0-Ga) in the ideal circuit is replaced by a 1-Rectangle,
which consists of the level-1 encoded gate (1-Ga) that simulates the 0-Ga, preceded by a level-1
error detection gadget (1-ED) acting on each input block of the 1-Ga.
The code C2 will be chosen to be a code with relatively high distance, such that if independent errors
occur in the C2 ancilla blocks at a rate well above εth, the probability of an encoded error in the simulated
gate is safely below εth. Thus, to obtain an interesting lower bound on the accuracy threshold, it is sufficient
to describe how to prepare suitable ancillas, such that the errors in the ancillas are sufficiently rare and have
negligible correlations.
To prepare the C2 ancillas, we need to build encoded C2 blocks. But encoding circuits typically propagate
errors badly, so, unless we use a special trick, the errors in the C2 ancilla blocks will be too strongly correlated.
This is where the code C1 comes in. This code will be used to detect errors, not to correct them, so it can
be chosen to have distance 2. In our threshold calculations we (following Knill) will choose C1 to be the
[[4, 2, 2]] quantum code (length n = 4, k = 2 protected qubits, distance d = 2) except that we will make use
of only one of the two logical qubits in the block.
We will simulate the C2 ancilla preparation circuits using gadgets that act on the encoded blocks of C
◦k
1
— the code C1 concatenated with itself k times. (The value of k will depend on how close the fault rate is
to the threshold value.) In this simulation, each gate is replaced by what we call a k-Rectangle (or k-Rec),
consisting of a level-k encoded gate (k-Ga) preceded by level-k error-detection steps (k-EDs) on all input
blocks; see Fig. 2. If an error is detected in any error-detection step at any level of concatenation, the ancilla
preparation is aborted, and begins again from scratch.
If the C2 ancilla preparation is simulated successfully (without any error being detected at any level
in any simulated gate), the result is a C2 ancilla encoded using C
◦k
1 . At this stage C
◦k
1 is decoded. This
decoding proceeds one level at a time, with an error detection included in each decoding step. Finally, each
C◦k1 block has been mapped to a single qubit, and the preparation of the C2 ancilla is now complete.
The rate of error in this C2 ancilla is dominated by the final decoding step, in which a level-1 C1 block is
mapped to a qubit. This final step is unprotected by C1, so that any fault in the decoding circuit could result
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in an undetected error in the decoded qubit. Thus, if the fault rate is ε, the error rate after decoding will be
about Dε, if there are D locations in the decoding circuit. But the key point is that the correlations among
errors are negligible. Though the decoding of the C◦k1 blocks is not well protected, the C2 ancilla encoding
circuit itself is well protected by the C◦k1 code, so that undetected logical errors in the C
◦k
1 blocks are highly
unlikely. Instead, any undetected errors in the ancilla are likely to arise during the decoding of C◦k1 blocks,
while these blocks are out of contact with one another, and therefore these errors are uncorrelated.
Thus the whole purpose of the concatenated error-detecting code C◦k1 is to ensure that the errors in the
encoded C2 ancillas are very nearly independent. Then if the error-correcting code C2 is chosen appropriately,
the (nearly independent) errors arising from faults that occur at rate ε > εth can be corrected with reasonably
high probability, so that encoded errors in the C2 gadgets occur at a rate below εth. This allows us to establish
an improved lower bound on the threshold ε˜0 > εth.
To avoid potential confusion, we remark that our notation differs from Knill’s in [10]. Knill uses Ce to
denote the high-distance quantum error-correcting code that we call C2, and he uses C4/C6 to denote the
quantum error-detecting code that we call C1.
3 Sketch of our analysis
To analyze this scheme, we need to verify that the C◦k1 gates are highly reliable for k sufficiently large and
noise that is sufficiently weak. By “highly reliable” we mean that the conditional probability of an encoded
error is extremely small given that no errors are detected at any level and in any k-ED. That is, we are
interested in how accurately the postselected circuit simulates the ideal C2 ancilla encoding circuit.
For the analysis of postselected circuits, we can borrow some of the same methods that were used in [7]
(and earlier in [2]) to analyze fault-tolerance based on concatenated error-correcting codes. There the key
lemma established that a good gadget (one with sparse faults) is also correct (simulates the corresponding
ideal gadget accurately). The threshold theorem was proved by showing that, for sufficiently weak noise, all
gadgets are very likely to be good when the level of concatenation is high. Another central observation in [7]
was that it is convenient to characterize the performance of gadgets syntactically rather than semantically
— that is, to speak of the properties of operators rather than the properties of states — and we will again
adopt a syntactic approach here.
The connection between goodness and correctness will be analyzed “level by level.” That is, we will show
that a circuit built from level-1 gadgets is essentially equivalent to a corresponding circuit built from level-0
gates, where each good level-1 gadget is replaced by an ideal gate, and each bad level-1 gadget is replaced
by a faulty gate. Using this reasoning k times in succession, we can reduce a level-k circuit to an equivalent
level-0 circuit. If we are using a distance-2 code that detects one error, we may regard a good gadget as one
that contains no more than one fault, and a bad gadget as one that contains two or more faults. Goodness
implies correctness because the error due to a single fault in a good gadget is sure to be detected before it is
joined by a second error that restores the block to the code space, causing an undetectable encoded error.
To prove the threshold theorem for postselected quantum computation, we need to consider how the
effective fault rate evolves under “level reduction.” Naively, if we replace each level-1 gadget by an equivalent
level-0 gate (which is what we mean by “level reduction”), then if the fault rate is ε before level reduction
it becomes ε(1) after level reduction, where ε(1) = O(ε2) because two faults in a gadget are required for
the gadget to be bad. For the case of fault-tolerant quantum computation without postselection, the level
reduction procedure was formalized in [7, 18]. However, for postselected quantum computation the estimate
of the fault rate after level reduction is actually somewhat subtle, because we wish to quantify the fault
rate in the reduced circuit conditioned on “global acceptance” by the level-1 circuit — that is, under the
assumption that no level-1 error detection anywhere in the circuit detects an error. It is not hard to see that
the probability is O(ε2) for a given gadget to be bad conditioned on “local acceptance” (that is, under the
assumption that no error is detected by the 1-EDs that immediately precede and follow the level-1 gate).
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But correlations in the noise might cause the probability of badness conditioned on global acceptance to be
substantially higher than the probability conditioned on local acceptance.
In fact, to obtain a threshold condition for postselected quantum computation, we must specify a noise
model that limits the correlations in the noise. While we may allow local adversaries at each faulty cir-
cuit location to choose the particular operation performed by the faulty gate, communication among the
adversaries must be restricted. Otherwise, conspiring adversaries could boost substantially the probability
(conditioned on global acceptance) of a particular fault path by turning off faults at strategically chosen
locations.
Details of the noise model assumed in our proof will be specified in Sec. 4. For now we just point
out two criteria that the noise model should satisfy for the proof to work. First, the noise model should
limit correlations in the noise to the extent that the probability of badness for any set of level-1 gadgets,
conditioned on global acceptance, does not differ drastically from the probability of badness conditioned on
local acceptance. Second, these limitations on the correlations should be preserved under level reduction, so
that the level reduction can be applied repeatedly, with the probability of badness evolving in a similar way
each time.
To obtain useful lower bounds on the threshold, we will also need to face two technicalities that were
encountered previously in [7]. We will need to consider gadgets that overlap with one another, and therefore
must adjust our notion of badness to ensure that two overlapping bad gadgets really fail independently of
one another. And not all pairs of fault locations in a gadget are comparable; we will distinguish between
“malignant” pairs of locations such that faults at the pair of locations can cause the gadget to be incorrect,
and “benign” pairs of locations such that the gadget is correct even if arbitrary faults occur at that pair of
locations.
We remark that our method of analysis applies to 1-Recs constructed as in Fig. 2, where gate gadgets
are preceded by error-detecting gadgets applied to all input blocks. A different formulation of the level-1
simulation uses teleportation to execute the level-1 encoded gates, thereby integrating the error detection into
the gate implementation [19], and our analysis does not apply to such gadgets. Our methods, appropriately
adapted, can be applied to teleported gates that have suitable properties, but we will not discuss that
extension in this paper.
The rest of this paper will fill in the details of the above proof sketch.
4 Locally correlated stochastic noise
4.1 The trouble with local stochastic noise
For the threshold estimate in [7] based on quantum error correction, a “local stochastic noise model” was
assumed. In this model, a quantum circuit is expressed as a sum over “fault paths,” each of which is assigned
a probability. A fault path specifies a subset of all the level-0 locations in the quantum circuit where the
faults occur. For the 0-locations that are not faulty, the quantum gates are assumed to be ideal, and for the
faulty 0-locations the quantum gates are arbitrary.
In the local stochastic noise model with noise strength ε, the sum of the probabilities of all the fault
paths that are faulty at r specified 0-locations is assumed to be no larger than εr. (Here no condition is
imposed on the circuit at the 0-locations outside the specified set of r 0-locations — these may or may not
by faulty.) Another way to formulate this model is to suppose that faults are distributed in the quantum
circuit by an independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) process: for each set of s level-0 locations in
the circuit, the probability that these locations, and only these locations, are faulty is (1 − ε)L0−sεs, where
L0 is the total number of 0-locations in the circuit. Again, for each fault path, the gates are arbitrary at the
faulty locations and ideal elsewhere.
An adversary who decides how to assign an operation to each fault path has the power to impose strong
correlations (both temporal and spatial) among the faults at different locations. An adversarial noise model
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allowing such correlations may seem overly pessimistic, but is nevertheless a natural choice for the analysis of
fault-tolerant circuits based on error correction, because its structure is preserved under level reduction. Even
if we assume that faults in level-0 gates are completely uncorrelated, bad level-1 gadgets can be correlated,
and these become correlated level-0 faults after one level reduction step. The correlations could become
more and more complex to analyze as further level reduction steps are performed. On the other hand,
the adversarial local stochastic noise model is already so pessimistic that level reduction does not make the
correlations any worse, and each level reduction step can be analyzed in the same way. Furthermore, allowing
adversarial noise does not much affect the rigorous lower bound on the threshold derived using concatenated
error-correcting codes in [7]. However, if the same local stochastic noise model is assumed for postselected
quantum computation based on error detection, then the adversary can exploit the correlations in the noise
to foil the simulation. To prove a threshold theorem, we must refine the noise model to limit the adversary’s
power.
To understand how the correlations can be exploited by the adversary, consider a level-1 simulation.
Suppose we are interested in estimating the probability that a certain level-1 location fails (i.e., is incorrect),
given that no errors are detected by any level-1 error detection (1-ED) in the circuit. Fix a pair of 0-locations
in the 1-location such that faults at that pair of 0-locations can be chosen so that the 1-location is incorrect
and no errors are detected by any of the leading or trailing 1-EDs associated with that 1-location. Let us
call these two 0-locations A and B. Faults at the pair of 0-locations AB occur with probability ε2.
Now divide all the fault paths into two classes – those with faults at AB and the rest. The adversary can
arrange for every fault path with faults at AB to be accepted, by choosing the faults at AB appropriately
and “turning off” all other faults (i.e., setting the operation at all the other “faulty” locations to be ideal).
The adversary can also arrange for nearly every fault path that does not have faults at AB to be rejected.
For any fault path with at least one fault, the adversary can turn off all faults except one, and choose that
one fault so that it triggers a subsequent 1-ED. The only fault path that the adversary cannot choose to be
rejected is the trivial one with no faults anywhere. The trivial fault path occurs with probability (1− ε)L0 ,
where L0 is the total number of 0-locations.
Therefore (using Bayes’s rule), the local stochastic noise model is compatible with the conditional prob-
ability of failure at a specified 1-location
P
(1)
fail = Prob(faults at AB | global acceptance) =
ε2
ε2 + (1− ε)L0 . (1)
This failure probability is at least 1/2 for
ε2 ≥ e−εL0 ≥ (1− ε)L0 , (2)
or
L0 ≥
(
2ε−1
)
ln(1/ε) . (3)
If the minimal number of 0-locations contained in any 1-Rec is C, then the probability of failure is greater
than 1/2 for
L1 ≥ (2/C)ε−1 ln(1/ε) , (4)
where L1 is the number of 1-Recs. The simulation fails (there is an undetected encoded error) with probability
greater than 1/2 for a number of 1-locations that scales almost like ε−1 (with only a logarithmic correction).
In contrast, for a level-1 simulation based on a code that corrects one error, the circuit size that can be
simulated accurately scales like ε−2.
Similarly, at level k, we can choose faults at 2k 0-locations that cause a particular k-location to fail, and
the adversary can achieve
P
(k)
fail =
ε2
k
ε2k + (1 − ε)L0 , (5)
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which is greater than 1/2 for
L0 ≥
(
2kε−1
)
ln(1/ε) , (6)
or
Lk ≥ (2/C)kε−1 ln(1/ε) , (7)
where Lk is the number of k-locations (the number of 0-locations inside each k-location is at least C
k). The
scaling with ε is the same as for k = 1, but the factor (2/C)k further suppresses the size of a circuit that can
be reliably simulated. In contrast, for a level-k simulation based on a concatenated error-correcting code,
the circuit size that can be simulated accurately scales like ε−2
k
.
4.2 A more local noise model
A postselected computation is vulnerable to highly adversarial correlated noise because most fault paths are
rejected due to detection of an error. Therefore an adversary with global control over the correlations has
unreasonable power — by arranging for the acceptance of fault paths that would otherwise be rejected, she
can wield substantial influence over how the faults are distributed when the circuit is accepted. To formulate
and prove a threshold theorem for postselected quantum computation, we must choose a noise model that,
on the one hand, disallows overly conspiratorial noise correlations and that, on the other hand, propagates
simply under level reduction.
An independent noise model with no correlations at all meets the first criterion, but not the second one.
The trouble is that, in a level-1 circuit, there are two types of quantum information propagating through the
circuit. In addition to the encoded qubits that are being processed by the circuit, there is also “syndrome
information” characterizing the deviation from the code space. Undetected errors can carry information
about faults that occurred in earlier gadgets forward to later gadgets. Therefore, even if the noise in the
level-0 gates were uncorrelated, there would be correlations among the bad level-1 gadgets, which would
become correlations among level-0 gates after one level reduction step.
Fortunately, though, there are limitations on the flow of syndrome information through the level-1 circuit
and corresponding limitations on the correlations among bad level-1 gadgets. A 1-ED that has no faults
and detects no errors necessarily projects the block to the code space, destroying any evidence of preceding
faults, and preventing information about these faults from propagating forward. This observation provides
guidance regarding how to formulate a noise model whose properties are preserved by level reduction.
With each level-1 simulated gate we associate an extended rectangle (1-exRec), consisting of the encoded
gate together with the 1-EDs immediately preceding the gate acting on all input blocks (the gate’s “leading
1-EDs”), and the 1-EDs immediately following the gate acting on all output blocks (the gate’s “trailing
1-EDs”); see Fig. 3. Let us say that a 1-exRec is good if it contains no more than one fault, and that a
1-ED is “very good” if it contains no faults. Then it is impossible for syndrome information about faults
that occured prior to a good 1-exRec to propagate through the good 1-exRec and reach a later 1-exRec. The
reason is that if there is at most one fault in the 1-exRec, then either all of the leading 1-EDs are very good,
or else all of the trailing 1-EDs are very good. Either way (after postselection), the blocks are restored to
the code space by the very good 1-EDs, and any evidence of previous faults is erased.
Now, the story is not quite so simple. As will be explained in more detail in Sec. 6, a good 1-exRec that
precedes a bad 1-exRec may be regarded as “truncated” — one or more of its trailing 1-EDs is amputated,
so that the above argument may not apply as such. Nevertheless, we will be able to formulate a definition
of goodness for truncated 1-exRecs such that syndrome information is unable to propagate through a good
1-exRec to another good 1-exRec that immediately follows. After level reduction, two successive good 1-
exRecs become consecutive ideal level-0 gates, where there is no communication from the first ideal gate to
the one that follows.
Thus, if the noise were uncorrelated at level 0, then the effective noise model that we would obtain after
one level reduction step is correlated, but the correlations are of a special kind. “Syndrome information”
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1-ED
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Fig. 3. Two consecutive level-1 extended rectangles (indicated by dashed lines). Each 1-exRec
consists of a gate gadget (denoted 1-Ga) that realizes an encoded two-qubit gate, preceded by
“leading” error detection gadgets (1-EDs) applied to each input block and followed by “trailing”
error detection gadgets applied to each output block. The 1-exRecs overlap — a trailing 1-ED of
the earlier 1-exRec is also a leading 1-ED of the later 1-exRec
bad
0-Ga
good
0-Ga
bad
0-Ga
✛ ✲message
bad
0-Ga
good
0-Ga
good
0-Ga
✲message ×
Fig. 4. Communication among local adversaries allowed by the locally correlated stochastic noise
model. If a good gate is both preceded and followed by bad gates, then a message can pass
through the good gate from one bad gate to the other. But if two good gates occur in succession,
communication through the pair of good gates is not permitted.
can be passed from one gate to the next, and the bad gates can consult this information when they decide
how to fail. However, wherever two good gates occur in succession, communication between the two gates is
not allowed. We will regard this feature as the defining property of a new noise model that we call locally
correlated stochastic noise.
That is, let us imagine that a local adversary resides at each location of a level-0 circuit, and suppose
that the bad (i.e. faulty) 0-locations are chosen by an i.i.d. process with fault probability ε. The ideal
gate is applied at the good 0-locations, but at a bad 0-location the local adversary may choose an arbitrary
operation to apply in place of the ideal gate. Each local adversary has a quantum memory of unbounded
size; she may receive quantum messages from the adversaries at the immediately preceding or immediately
following locations, and she may send quantum messages to the adversaries at the immediately preceding or
immediately following locations. (Though it may seem perverse to allow messages to be passed both forward
and backward in time, this feature is required to ensure the stability of the noise model under level reduction.)
A local adversary at a bad location may perform operations that act jointly on the message system that
she receives and on the data that is being processed at her 0-location. In addition, local adversaries at two
bad 0-locations that both immediately follow the same good 0-location are permitted to “communicate,”
so that they can apply collective operations to their data. But no communication from a good gate to an
immediately following or immediately preceding good gate is permitted. See Fig. 4 and Fig. 5.
The locally correlated stochastic noise model has been constructed so that the effective noise after level
reduction can also be described as locally correlated stochastic noise (though with a different value of the
fault rate). This works because, as noted above, a very good 1-ED that detects no error erases the syndrome,
but that property by itself is not quite sufficient. If communication is already allowed at level 0, there are
actually (at least in principle) two ways to induce correlations among bad 1-gadgets: information about past
faults can be carried forward by the syndrome or information about past or future faults can be carried by
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Fig. 5. Another type of “communication” allowed by the locally correlated stochastic noise model.
Local adversaries at two bad 0-locations that both immediately follow the same good 0-location
are permitted to apply a collective operation to their shared data.
the messages that are passed between local adversaries. Fortunately, though, both kinds of communication
will be blocked by a very good 1-ED if the 1-ED circuit is suitably constructed. For example, if the 1-ED
has depth at least two, then there is no path through a very good 1-ED that can evade passing through two
consecutive good 0-locations. Therefore, neither syndrome information nor level-0 messages can penetrate a
very good 1-ED.
Note that if a good 0-location is both preceded and followed by a bad 0-location, then communication
between the two bad 0-locations that passes through the good 0-location is allowed by the locally correlated
stochastic noise model. This feature is included because, as discussed in Sec. 6, uncorrected errors might
propagate through a good truncated 1-exRec, which after level reduction provides an open communication
channel through the resulting ideal 0-gate. As will also be further explained in Sec. 6, operations acting
collectively at two bad 0-locations that both immediately follow the same good 0-location are included as
well, to ensure that the noise model is preserved by level reduction.
To improve the threshold estimate, it is desirable to allow a good 1-exRec to contain faults at a “benign”
pair of locations. For this purpose we must be sure that the definition of benign is compatible with the
requirement that the noise model is stable under level reduction. One possible approach is to design 1-ED
gadgets of sufficiently high depth. For our threshold estimate in this paper we will instead formulate a
variant of the locally correlated stochastic noise model for which the analysis proceeds smoothly — this
reformulated noise model will be explained in Sec. 11.2.
The threshold theorem based on concatenated error correcting codes also applies to non-stochastic noise
models in which fault paths are added in superposition [2, 20, 7, 21]. It may be possible to prove a threshold
theorem for postselected quantum computation for non-stochastic noise, as long as the noise correlations
are suitably restricted, but we will not attempt an analysis of non-stochastic noise in this paper. The task
of estimating the probability that a circuit fails, conditioned on acceptance by all error detection steps, is
simplified if we assign probabilities rather than amplitudes to the fault paths.
5 Goodness and correctness
To prove the threshold theorem for postselected quantum computing, we need to analyze how the noise in
a postselected circuit is affected by level reduction. That analysis has two parts. In the first part, discussed
here and in Sec. 6, we consider the probability for 1-exRecs to be bad conditioned on local acceptance; that
is, assuming that the leading and trailing 1-EDs in the 1-exRec detect no errors. In the second part we will
relate the probability of badness conditioned on local acceptance to the probability of badness conditioned on
global acceptance; that is, assuming that no 1-ED anywhere in the circuit detects any errors. The restrictions
on correlations in the noise assumed in our noise model come into play only in the second part of the analysis,
which we will postpone until Sec. 7.
A mathematical concept that turns out to be useful for analyzing the fault-tolerant circuits is the ideal
decoder that maps an encoded 1-block to the corresponding state of a single qubit. We will actually make a
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distinction between two types of decoders, which we call an ideal 1-decoder and an ideal 1-∗decoder. The 1-
decoder measures the error syndrome, uses the syndrome information to perform a canonical mapping to the
code space, decodes the 1-block to a qubit, and then discards the syndrome. Of course, a nontrivial syndrome
for a distance-2 code is ambiguous because it could arise from more than one weight-1 Pauli error. But we
may adopt an arbitrary rule that associates each nontrivial syndrome with a particular recovery operation.
For example, for the [[4,2,2]] code that will be discussed in detail in Sec. 11, if the syndrome measurement
reveals that Z⊗4 = −1, the value Z⊗4 = 1 could be restored by applying X to any one of the four qubits
in the block. Our standard choice might be to apply X to the first qubit. The 1-∗decoder (denoted D) is
just like the 1-decoder, except that the syndrome is extracted coherently rather than measured and retained
rather than discarded. The 1-decoder and the 1-∗decoder map an input block that is in the code space to
the same output qubit state. Since we are using only one of the two logical qubits in the [[4,2,2]] code block,
the “syndrome” also includes the value of the “spectator” (or “gauge” [22, 23]) qubit in the block. That is,
the action of the 1-∗decoder can be expressed as
X¯sSX
x
1Z
z
1 |ψ¯, 0¯〉 7→ |ψ〉 ⊗ |s〉 ⊗ |x〉 ⊗ |z〉 , (8)
where |ψ¯, 0¯〉 denotes the state of the code block with the logical qubit in the state |ψ〉 and the spectator qubit
in the state |0〉, X¯S denotes the Pauli X acting on the spectator, and X1, Z1 are Pauli operators acting on
the first qubit in the block.
We make a similar distinction between the ideal 1-encoder and the ideal 1-∗encoder. The 1-encoder maps
an input qubit state to the corresponding logical state of the encoded block. The 1-∗encoder’s input consists
of both a qubit and a syndrome, and it maps the input qubit to the state of the encoded block that deviates
from the corresponding logical state by the standard Pauli operator associated with the syndrome. Thus the
1-∗encoder D−1 is the inverse of the 1-∗decoder D: DD−1 = I. Also note that the action of the 1-encoder on
an input qubit coincides with the action of the 1-∗encoder on an input qubit if the input syndrome is trivial.
Now recall that a level-1 simulation of an ideal circuit is constructed by replacing each gate by the
corresponding level-1 rectangle (1-Rec), which consists of a level-1 gate gadget (1-Ga) preceded by level-1
error detection steps (1-EDs) acting on all input blocks, as in Fig. 2. The 1-Rec combined with the following
1-EDs acting on all output blocks is called a level-1 extended rectangle (1-exRec), as shown in Fig. 3.
For a specified fault path, we will classify level-1 gadgets as very good, good, or pre-bad according to the
following rules:
Classification of noisy gadgets
1. A 1-ED, 1-Ga, or 1-Rec is very good if it contains no faults.
2. A 1-ED, 1-Ga, 1-Rec, or 1-exRec is good if it contains no more than one fault.
3. A 1-exRec is pre-bad if it contains two or more faults.
To begin our analysis of the level-1 simulation (with a specified fault path), we examine each 1-exRec in the
circuit, and designate it as either good or pre-bad. Since the 1-exRecs can overlap with one another (each
1-ED is contained in two 1-exRecs), some faults may contribute to the pre-badness of two distinct 1-exRecs,
but ignore that for now — we will return to this issue in Sec. 6. We use the term “pre-bad” here because,
after taking the overlaps into account, some of the pre-bad 1-exRecs will be reclassified as good, according
to rules that will be formulated in Sec. 6.2.
The ideal quantum circuit can be regarded as an acyclic directed graph, and the location of each pre-
bad 1-exRec can be identified as a vertex in this graph. These pre-bad locations form a subgraph of the
circuit, and we refer to each connected component of this subgraph as a “bad cluster.” Thus, for each fault
path there is a corresponding archipelago consisting of disjoint connected clusters of pre-bad 1-exRecs, each
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embedded in a surrounding sea of good 1-exRecs. Let us imagine enclosing each bad cluster with insertions
of decoder-encoder pairs DD−1 = I. We insert DD−1 after the trailing 1-EDs of the 1-exRecs at the rear of
the connected bad cluster, and before the leading 1-EDs of the 1-exRecs at the front of the cluster.
Of course, these insertions are equivalent to doing nothing. The reason for the insertions is that we may
now imagine moving the encoders forward through the sea of good 1-exRecs. The encoders start at either
the beginning of the circuit or at the rear end of a cluster, and sweep forward until they meet up with the
decoders and annihilate them, either at the end of the circuit or at the front end of a cluster. We will argue
that the sweeping encoders convert each good 1-exRec in the sea into an ideal level-0 gate. Then in Sec. 6
we will consider how to reduce the pre-bad 1-exRecs in the clusters into level-0 gates.
We wish to show that the 1-Rec contained in a good 1-exRec becomes an ideal gate under level reduction,
i.e., as the ideal encoders sweep to the right; hence we say that the good 1-exRec is correct. To show that a
good 1-exRec is correct, we will need to use some properties of fault-tolerant error detection and gate gadgets
for a distance-two code. Before we specify these properties in detail, let us state more carefully what these
properties imply. In fact, we will need to distinguish two different notions of correctness for single-qubit gates
(and three different notions for two-qubit gates) — which notion applies depends on whether the preceding
1-exRec is good or pre-bad.
If the 1-exRec preceding the good 1-exRec is also good, then the relevant notion of correctness is what
we will call A-correctness:
D−1 1-ED 1-Ga 1-ED = ideal0-Ga D−1 1-ED .
A-correctness says that we can move a 1-encoder forward past the 1-Rec in a good 1-exRec, thereby con-
verting the 1-Rec to an ideal level-0 gate (0-Ga). This equality means that for any single-qubit input, after
postselection (i.e., conditioning on acceptance by both the leading and trailing 1-EDs) the output 1-block
from the 1-Ga on the left-hand side agrees with the output of the 1-encoder on the right-hand side.
Our level-1 gadgets include a 1-preparation (which has no input) and a 1-measurement (which has a
classical bit as output, and includes error detection). A-correctness properties can also be defined for 1-
preparation and 1-measurement:
1-prep 1-ED =
ideal
0-prep D−1 1-ED ,
D−1 1-ED 1-meas = ideal0-meas .
If the 1-exRec preceding the good 1-exRec is pre-bad, then the relevant notion of correctness is what we
will call B-correctness:
1-ED D D−1 1-Ga 1-ED = 1-ED D
×
ideal
0-Ga D−1 1-ED .
B-correctness says that if a decoder-encoder pair is inserted after the leading 1-ED in a good 1-exRec, then
we can move the 1-∗encoder forward past the 1-Ga, thereby converting it to an ideal 0-Ga. This equality
means that for any state of the input 1-block, after postselection the output 1-block from the 1-Ga on the
left-hand side agrees with the output of the 1-encoder on the right-hand side. (In our diagrammatic notation,
the horizontal input and output to a 1-∗encoder or 1-∗decoder represents the data, while the “hooked” line
represents the input or output syndrome; if the hooked line is missing, that indicates that the syndrome is
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trivial, in which case the 1-∗encoder is equivalent to a 1-encoder.) Note that on the right-hand side, the
1-encoder has no input syndrome; that is, B-correctness includes the assertion that the output of the 1-Ga
on the left-hand side (after postselection) is a codeword. An analogous B-correctness property can also be
defined for 1-measurement:
1-ED D D−1 1-meas = 1-ED D
×
ideal
0-meas
.
For two-qubit gates, we will distinguish AA-correctness (both encoders initially in front of the leading 1-
EDs), AB-correctness (one decoder-encoder pair inserted after a leading 1-ED) and BB-correctness (two
decoder-encoder pairs inserted after the leading 1-EDs).
In the equations we have written to express A-correctness and B-correctness, a noisy operation on the
left-hand side of the equation is replaced by an ideal operation on the right-hand side. Therefore, these
equations are not fully satisfactory as written, because the two sides of the equation seem to tell conflicting
stories concerning what actions by the adversary will be accepted. This shortcoming can be repaired by
including on the right-hand side a noisy circuit that acts on an arbitrary dummy input, a point that will be
clarified below. But for now we have suppressed the noisy processing of the dummy input on the right-hand
side in order to emphasize what is really most important — that, after postselection, the processing of the
encoded data is ideal.
Now we are ready to specify the properties of fault-tolerant 1-ED and 1-Ga gadgets that can be invoked
to show that a good 1-exRec is correct. The properties can be expressed as equalities that hold when all
1-EDs accept (detect no errors).
Properties of fault-tolerant level-1 gadgets.
Property ED1:
D D−1 very good1-ED D D−1 = D
0
D−1
0
We say that a 1-ED is “very good” if it contains no faults at all. Property ED1 just says that a 1-ED with
no faults does what it is supposed to do — it detects a deviation from the code space. The “0” on the
right-hand side indicates that the syndrome is projected to its trivial value, and thus that the very good
1-ED on the left-hand side projects its input to the code space if it does not detect an error. Furthermore,
property ED1 expresses that the operation applied to the data qubit on the right-hand side is the identity;
thus the output of the very good 1-ED on the left-hand side matches its postselected input.
Property ED2:
D
0
D−1 good1-ED D
0
D−1 = D
0
D−1
0
We say that a 1-ED is “good” if it contains no more than one fault. Property ED2 says that the 1-ED is
fault tolerant in the sense that errors resulting from a fault do not propagate badly and cause an encoded
error. Here “0” on the left-hand side indicates that the syndrome is projected to its trivial value, and thus
that both the input and the output to the good 1-ED is in the code space. The right-hand side of property
ED2 indicates that the output codeword matches the input codeword — thus the good 1-ED, if it accepts
and its output is in the code space, simulates the identity operation.
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In property ED2, the adversary applies a faulty operation on the left-hand side but not on the right-hand
side. To ensure that the same actions by the adversary are accepted on both sides of the equation, we need
to augment the right-hand side with a noisy computation acting on a dummy input:
dummy input
0
D−1 good1-ED D
0
We don’t need to specify the dummy input to this computation because, if the adversary can attack only
one location in the 1-ED circuit, and if the input to the 1-ED is a codeword, then whether the noisy 1-ED
accepts or not does not depend on which codeword is chosen as the input.
Property ED3:
good
1-ED
D = good
1-ED
D
1
Here the “1” labeling the output syndrome on the right-hand side indicates a syndrome that points to a
state deviating from the code space due to the action of a weight-one operator. That is, the decoder with
a “1” syndrome is a projector onto the space spanned by all states that can be obtained by acting on a
codeword with an operator that acts on a single qubit in the code block. Property ED3 expresses another
fault-tolerance property — for any input, the output of a 1-ED with at most one fault is no more than
1-deviated from the code space. In the case of the [[4,2,2]] code, which is a perfect distance-2 quantum code,
property ED3 is automatic, because the 1-deviated states span the entire Hilbert space of the code block
(and because we don’t care about the state of the “gauge” qubit). But nevertheless it is useful to include
ED3 in our list of specified properties, both for the sake of logical clarity and to emphasize that our analysis
can apply to non-perfect codes.
Property Ga1:
D
0
D−1 very good1-Ga D D−1 = D
0
ideal
0-Ga D−1
0
Property Ga1 says that a 1-Ga with no faults does what it is supposed to do — its action on the code space
simulates the desired ideal operation.
Property Ga2:
D
0
D−1 good1-Ga D
0
D−1 = D
0
ideal
0-Ga D−1
0
Property Ga2 says that the 1-Ga is fault tolerant in the sense that errors resulting from a fault do not
propagate badly and cause an encoded error. If the input to a 1-Ga with at most one fault is a codeword,
then the postselected operation that arises from projecting the output to the code space reproduces the
action of the ideal gate. Again, to ensure that the same actions by the adversary are accepted on both sides
of this equation, we must augment the right-hand side with a noisy computation acting on a dummy input:
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dummy input
0
D−1 good
1-Ga
D
0
Property Ga3:
D
1
D−1 very good
1-Ga
D
0
D−1 = D
0
ideal
0-Ga D−1
0
Property Ga3 says that a 1-Ga with no faults is fault tolerant in the sense that an error in an input block does
not propagate badly and cause an encoded error in an output block. In the case of a multi-qubit gate, only
one of the input blocks is 1-deviated on the left-hand side, while the other blocks have a trivial syndrome.
Our analysis of postselected circuits in this paper applies to fault-tolerant simulations using gadgets that
satisfy the six properties listed above. (We also note that minor variants of these properties apply to the
1-preparation and 1-measurement gadgets.) In particular, using these properties we can prove the crucial
fact that goodness implies correctness:
Lemma 1. Good 1-exRecs are correct. Suppose that the level-1 error detection and gate gadgets obey
properties ED1, ED2, ED3, Ga1, Ga2, Ga3. Then a 1-exRec containing no more than one fault (a good
1-exRec) is correct. That is, a good 1-exRec that simulates a single-qubit gate obeys A-correctness and B-
correctness, and a good 1-exRec that simulates a two-qubit gate obeys AA-correctness, AB-correctness, and
BB-correctness.
Proof: We consider the case of a single-qubit gate (the proof for two-qubit gates is similar). First consider
A correctness. Since there is at most one fault in the 1-exRec, there are three cases:
Case 1. The leading 1-ED and the 1-Ga are both very good. Then property ED1 implies that the leading
1-ED simulates the identity and that the input to the 1-Ga is a codeword; property Ga1 implies that
the output of the 1-Ga is a codeword and that the 1-Ga simulates the ideal 0-Ga.
Case 2. The leading 1-ED and the trailing 1-ED are both very good. Then property ED1 implies that the
leading 1-ED simulates the identity and that the input and the output of the 1-Ga are both codewords;
property Ga2 implies that the 1-Ga simulates the ideal 0-Ga.
Case 3. The 1-Ga and the trailing 1-ED are both very good. Then property ED1 implies that the output of
the 1-Ga is a codeword, and property ED3 implies that the input to the 1-Ga is 1-deviated. Property
Ga3 implies that the 1-Ga simulates the ideal 0-Ga and that the output of the 1-ED is actually a
codeword; therefore the 1-ED simulates the identity by property ED2.
For B-correctness, again there are three cases, and in all three cases the proof of B-correctness is similar to
the proof of A-correctness. In case 3 in particular, properties ED1, ED3, and Ga3 imply that the input and
output of the 1-Ga are actually codewords, and that the 1-Ga simulates the ideal 0-Ga.
By linking together the noisy circuits acting on dummy inputs appearing on the right-hand side of
properties ED2 and Ga2, we obtain the circuit that augments the right-hand side of the A-correctness
equation:
dummy input
0
D−1 1-ED D
0
D−1 1-Ga D
0
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In fact, the projection onto the code space inserted between the 1-ED and the 1-Ga is superfluous and can
be removed; when both 1-EDs in a good 1-exRec accept, then the output of the leading 1-ED is guaranteed
to be a codeword, as our proof of Lemma 1 has shown. For B-correctness, the noisy computation on the
right-hand side is just as in property Ga2.
Our explanation of why goodness implies correctness has been precise, but perhaps as a result it has
also been pedantic. Actually, the idea is quite simple — if our gadgets are fault tolerant and the 1-exRec
contains only one fault, then either the 1-Rec is very good, or else any error caused by a fault in the 1-Rec
will be detected by the very good trailing 1-ED. Therefore, after postselection, there really is no fault in the
1-Rec after all and the 1-Rec acts as though it were ideal.
Lemma 1 establishes, as desired, that good 1-exRecs are converted to the corresponding ideal 0-Ga’s as
the 1-encoders sweep forward through the circuit. Each 1-encoder originates at either a good 1-preparation
or at the rear end of a bad cluster. For a good 1-exRec that is adjacent to the rear end of a cluster, we
may use B-correctness for a one qubit gate, or one of AB-correctness or BB-correctness for a two-qubit gate,
to justify moving the 1-encoder one step forward, and converting the 1-Rec to an ideal 0-Ga. For a good
1-exRec that immediately follows other good 1-exRecs, we can use A-correctness or AA-correctness to justify
moving the 1-encoder forward. Under repeated application of Lemma 1, the 1-encoders march forward until
they meet either the 1-decoders at the front end of another bad cluster or they meet a good 1-measurement.
In either case the 1-encoders disappear.
At this stage, the original noisy level-1 circuit has been partially reduced to an equivalent level-0 circuit.
All of the good 1-exRecs have become ideal 0-Ga’s. And the bad clusters are surrounded by 1-encoders in
front (i.e., just before the bad cluster) and 1-decoders behind (i.e., just after the bad cluster). To proceed
further we must study the level-0 circuit simulated by a bad cluster.
6 Carving bad clusters
6.1 Reclassification of pre-bad 1-exRecs
To complete the level reduction, we are to map each of the 1-exRecs in the bad cluster to a corresponding
level-0 gate, obtaining a level-0 circuit that is equivalent to the noisy level-1 circuit. This mapping will be
constructed by inserting decoder-encoder pairs at properly chosen positions inside the bad cluster. Specifi-
cally, a decoder-encoder pair DD−1 is inserted either immediately before or immediately after each 1-ED in
the bad cluster. For each 1-ED, whether DD−1 is inserted before or after the 1-ED depends on the fault path,
and is determined by an algorithm that we will describe. We refer to the placement of the decoder-encoder
pairs as the “carving” of the bad cluster.
Once the decoder-encoder pairs are placed, the bad cluster has been expressed as a circuit of level-0
operations, where each level-0 operation is a level-1 circuit preceded by an encoder (or two encoders in the
case of a two-qubit gate) and followed by a decoder (or two decoders). The level-1 circuit is a subset of
the corresponding 1-exRec; let us call it the carved 1-exRec. For example, for the case of a single-qubit
gate, there are four possibilities for the carved 1-exRec, depending on the placement of the decoder-encoder
pairs: (1) a 1-Ga, (2) a 1-Ga followed by a 1-ED, (3) a 1-Ga preceded by a 1-ED, and (4) a 1-Ga preceded
and followed by a 1-ED. Thus each 1-exRec in the circuit is mapped to a corresponding level-0 gate: the
carved 1-exRec preceded by encoder(s) and followed by decoder(s). This mapping almost completes the level
reduction but not quite. In addition some faults in the resulting level-0 circuit are propagated forward to
the following gate, by a procedure that we will explain.
We will say that a 1-exRec is good* if it is mapped by level reduction to the ideal level-0 gate. Thus, a
good 1-exRec is good*, but in addition some of the pre-bad 1-exRecs in a bad cluster will be designated as
good*. (Actually, we will distinguished two kinds of good* 1-exRecs in the bad cluster, which we will refer
to as good′ and good′′; both kinds are mapped to ideal gates.) Otherwise the pre-bad 1-exRec is mapped to
a level-0 fault, and we say that the 1-exRec is bad. Of course, whether each 1-exRec is designated good* or
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Fig. 6. Two overlapping pre-bad 1-exRecs indicated by dashed lines, with fault locations indicated
by ×. Because one of the three faults is contained in the shared 1-ED, the pre-bad 1-exRecs are
not independent events.
bad depends on the fault path.
The goal of our carving algorithm is to assure that if the fault rate is ε in the original circuit, then the
fault rate is O(ε2) in the reduced circuit. This may seem obvious at first, since two faults are needed to cause
a 1-exRec to be incorrect. But it is not quite so obvious because the 1-exRecs overlap. For example, consider
the two overlapping pre-bad 1-exRecs shown in Fig. 6. Each 1-exRec contains two faults, but because one
fault is shared, the probability of the fault-path shown is O(ε3). The level reduction procedure may map one
of these 1-exRecs to a fault, but not both, since the probability of two faults in the reduced circuit should be
O(ε4). On the other hand, the carved 1-exRecs do not overlap. Our carving algorithm should be designed
so that, for any fault path, the carved 1-exRec contained in each bad 1-exRec contains at least two faults.
6.2 Carving rules
The carving procedure consists of two steps. In the first step each pre-bad 1-exRec in the cluster is classified
as bad, good′, or good′′. In the second step, we determine for each pair of consecutive 1-exRecs whether the
DD−1 is inserted just before or just after the 1-ED shared by the two 1-exRecs.
To classify the 1-exRecs, we start at the rear edge of the bad cluster — with pre-bad 1-exRecs that
are followed by only good 1-exRecs — and work forward from there. The classification of each 1-exRec is
determined by the classification of the 1-exRecs that immediately follow it, according to these rules:
Rules for classification of pre-bad 1-exRecs
0. We say that a 1-exRec is good* if it is good, good′, or good′′.
1. A pre-bad 1-exRec is bad if all of the following 1-exRecs are good*.
2. A pre-bad 1-exRec is good′ if all of the following 1-exRecs are bad.
3. If the 1-exRecs following a pre-bad 1-exRec are neither all bad nor all good*, then:
i. the pre-bad 1-exRec is good′′ if the truncated 1-exRec contains no more than one fault.
ii. the pre-bad 1-exRec is bad if the truncated 1-exRec contains more than one fault.
In the statement of Rule 3, we say that a 1-exRec is “truncated” if all 1-EDs that it shares with following bad
1-exRecs have been amputated. When we count the faults in the pre-bad 1-exRec to determine whether it is
bad, we should exclude from the count any faults that are shared with the bad 1-exRecs that follow, because
these faults may have already been held responsible for the badness of the following 1-exRecs. However,
faults shared with following good* 1-exRecs should be included in the count.
For the gadgets that we will analyze in detail, all quantum gates will be either single-qubit or two-qubit
gates; therefore, Rule 3 will be applied to two-qubit gates that are followed by one bad 1-exRec and one
good* 1-exRec. However, we have stated Rule 3 in a more general form to emphasize that it can also be
applied to quantum gates that act on more than two qubits. We also remark that Rule 1 is interpreted so
that a pre-bad measurement 1-exRec (which is not followed by another 1-exRec) is always declared bad.
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DD−1 1-ED 1-Ga 1-ED DD−1 = D N D−1
Fig. 7. Level reduction applied to a bad 1-exRec. Sandwiched between an ideal encoder in front
and an ideal decoder behind, the bad 1-exRec becomes a faulty level-0 operation N that acts
jointly on the data and the syndrome.
The next step is to decide on the placement of the decoder-encoder pairs. Here the rules are quite simple:
Rules for placement of decoder-encoder pairs
1. If a bad 1-exRec is followed by a good* 1-exRec, then DD−1 is inserted immediately after the shared
1-ED.
2. For any other consecutive pair of 1-exRecs, DD−1 is inserted immediately before the shared 1-ED.
For a specified fault path, the classification rules and placement rules unambiguously define how a cluster of
pre-bad 1-exRecs is divided into carved 1-exRecs. Now we must explain how each carved 1-exRec is mapped
to a level-0 gate under level reduction.
The explanation is simplest in the case of a bad 1-exRec. If the bad 1-exRec is not followed by other bad
1-exRecs, then decoder-encoder pairs are placed in front of the leading 1-EDs and behind the trailing 1-EDs;
the carved 1-exRec is the full 1-exRec and contains at least two faults. Then the bad 1-exRec, together with
the 1-∗encoder(s) in front and the 1-∗decoder(s) in back, becomes a faulty level-0 gate, denoted N ; see Fig. 7.
The input to the 1-∗encoder may include a nontrivial syndrome; in that case the 1-exRec is transformed to a
faulty 0-Ga that acts jointly on the level-0 data and the syndrome. Similarly, if the bad 1-exRec is followed
by another bad 1-exRec, then the carved 1-exRec is the truncated 1-exRec, containing at least two faults;
the truncated 1-exRec, together with the 1-∗encoder(s) in front and the 1-∗decoder(s) in back, becomes a
faulty level-0 gate.
6.3 Good ′ 1-exRecs
Consider a good′ 1-exRec that simulates a single-qubit gate. By definition (i.e., by classification Rule 2), the
good′ 1-exRec is followed by a bad 1-exRec, and (by placement Rule 2) a decoder-encoder pair is inserted
before the trailing 1-ED. If the good′ 1-exRec is preceded by a good* (i.e., good or good′′) 1-exRec, then a
decoder-encoder pair is inserted before the leading 1-ED, and if the 1-exRec is preceded by a bad 1-exRec,
then a decoder-encoder pair is inserted after the leading 1-ED. Either way, the carved 1-exRec, preceded by
an encoder and followed by a decoder, becomes a faulty 0-Ga that acts on the data and the input syndrome.
But this faulty gate can be written as U ◦N , where U is the ideal 0-Ga and N is a noisy gate acting on data
and syndrome. By absorbing N into the following bad location, we may associate the good′ 1-exRec with
the ideal 0-Ga U . (Here, in deference to the standard convention in which circuits are drawn with input on
the left and output on the right, we use A◦B to denote the composite operator obtained by applying first A
and then B.) Thus, level-reduction maps the good′ 1-exRec to the corresponding ideal gate. We note that
the declaration that the pre-bad 1-exRec is good′ does not depend on the fault path in the 1-exRec — all
that matters is that the following 1-exRec is bad.
Similarly, for a good′ two-qubit gate, both of the following 1-exRecs have been declared bad and associated
with faulty 0-Ga’s, and decoder-encoder pairs are placed before both trailing 1-EDs. Furthermore decoder-
encoder pairs are placed before any leading 1-EDs that are shared with preceding good* 1-exRecs, and after
any leading 1-EDs that are shared with preceding bad 1-exRecs. Then the carved 1-exRec, together with its
preceding encoders and following decoders, becomes the ideal gate followed by a faulty operation N that can
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Fig. 8. Level reduction applied to a good′ 1-exRec. A pre-bad 1-exRec followed by two bad 1-
exRecs is mapped to an ideal gate followed by a noisy operation N that can be absorbed into the
following faulty gates. Decoder-encoder pairs are inserted before a leading 1-ED that is shared
with a preceding good* 1-exRec, and after a leading 1-ED that is shared with a preceding bad
1-exRec.
good or
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Fig. 9. Weak correctness, in the case where one of the preceding 1-exRecs is bad and the other
is good* (i.e., weak AB-correctness). If a 1-exRec is followed by one bad 1-exRec and one good*
1-exRec, and if the truncated 1-exRec has no more than one fault, then it satisfies the identity
shown (after postselection). Decoder-encoder pairs are inserted after a leading 1-ED that is shared
with a preceding bad 1-exRec, and before a leading 1-ED that is shared with a preceding good*
1-exRec. Weak correctness means that the carved 1-exRec, combined with the preceding encoders
and following decoders, becomes the ideal level-0 gate followed by a noisy operation that acts on
the output qubit that enters the following bad 1-exRec. Syndrome information can propagate to
the following bad 1-exRec, but not to the following good* 1-exRec.
be absorbed into the bad locations that follow; see Fig. 8. Now, N might be an entangling operation acting
collectively on the two output qubits. But recall that in the locally correlated stochastic noise model, local
adversaries at two bad 0-locations that both immediately follow the same good 0-location are permitted to
apply a collective operation to their shared data. Therefore, the collective faulty operation N is compatible
with locally correlated stochastic noise. Indeed, we incorporated this feature into the noise model in order
to accommodate the situation shown in Fig. 8.
Note that a pre-bad single-qubit 1-exRec that precedes a good′ 1-exRec (or a pre-bad two-qubit 1-exRec
that precedes two good′ 1-exRecs) is declared bad. We might have argued that this 1-exRec faithfully
simulates the ideal 0-Ga, simply by propagating any faults through the following good′ location to the bad
location(s) further downstream. However, that prescription would not be compatible with the requirement
that the locally correlated stochastic noise model is preserved by level reduction.
6.4 Good ′′ 1-exRecs and weak correctness
Now we wish to argue that a good′′ 1-exRec is mapped by level reduction to the corresponding ideal 0-Ga. For
this purpose we observe that the good′′ truncated 1-exRec has a property that we will call weak correctness:
the carved 1-exRec, together with the encoders in front and the decoders in back can be expressed as
U ◦ (N ⊗ I), where U is the ideal two-qubit 0-Ga and N is a noisy operation that acts on the syndrome and
on the one output qubit that enters the following bad 1-exRec. We can absorb N into the subsequent fault,
thereby associating the carved good′′ 1-exRec with the ideal level-0 gate. Of course, the nontrivial content
of weak correctness is that the other output qubit, the one that enters the subsequent good* location, agrees
with the output that would be produced by the ideal 0-Ga. Fig. 9 illustrates the case where one of the
preceding 1-exRecs is bad (weak AB-correctness).
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Weak correctness follows from some further properties of our fault-tolerant gate gadgets which are weaker
versions of properties Ga2 and Ga3. In place of Ga2 we have
Property wGa2:
D
0
D
0
D−1
D−1
good
1-Ga
D
0
D
D−1
D−1
=
D
0
D
0
ideal
0-Ga
D−1
0
N D−1
Property wGa2 says that if there is a single fault in the 1-Ga, and the second output block is projected to a
codeword, then the second output block has no encoded error. Here the action of the adversary determines
the faulty operation that acts on the first output on the right side of the equation. Another way to express
property wGa2 would be to say that if the inverse U−1 of the ideal 0-Ga is inserted on the left-hand side
after the input is decoded, then (after postselection) on the right-hand side the identity operation is applied
to the second input codeword.
The weakened version of property Ga3 is
Property wGa3:
D
0
D
1
D−1
D−1 very
good
1-Ga D
0
D
D−1
D−1
=
D
0
D
1
ideal
0-Ga
D−1
0
N D−1
Property wGa3 says that, for a 1-Ga containing no faults, if the second output block is projected to the
code space, then one error in the first input block does not propagate badly through the 1-Ga and cause
an encoded error in the second output block. Similarly (though this is not illustrated by the diagram), one
error in the second input block does not cause an encoded error in the second output block.
We note that, for a distance-two code, a nontrivial syndrome does not point to a unique weight-one
error; therefore, the decomposition of the input state into codeword and syndrome depends on the particular
conventions we have used in defining the 1-∗decoder. Property wGa3 holds no matter how these conventions
are chosen. Consider, for example, the transversal cnot gate for the [[4,2,2]] code (see Sec. 11). If the input
control block deviates from the code space by one X error, that error will propagate to the target block
and be detected. Thus, if the output target block is projected to the code space, we may infer that after
postselection the input block does not have an X error after all; only a Z error is possible. That single Z
error could cause a logical ZL error in the input control block, but the cnot gate does not propagate this
logical ZL to the target block. On the other hand, one error in the input target block is sure to be detected
in the output target block.
Using these properties we can prove:
Lemma 2. Good′′ truncated 1-exRecs are weakly correct. Suppose that the level-1 error detection
and gate gadgets obey properties ED1, ED2, ED3, Ga1, wGa2, wGa3. Then a truncated two-qubit 1-exRec
containing no more than one fault (a good′′ truncated 1-exRec) is weakly correct. That is, a good′′ truncated
1-exRec obeys weak AA-correctness, weak AB-correctness, and weak BB-correctness.
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Proof: We consider weak AB-correctness as illustrated in Fig. 9 (the proofs of weak AA-correctness and
weak BB-correctness are similar). Since there is at most one fault in the truncated 1-exRec, there are four
cases:
Case 1. The leading 1-EDs and the 1-Ga are very good. Then property ED1 implies that both inputs to
the 1-Ga are codewords, and that the leading 1-ED acting on the second input block simulates the
identity. Property Ga1 implies that both output blocks of the 1-Ga are in the code space and that the
1-Ga simulates the ideal 0-Ga.
Case 2. The leading 1-EDs and the untruncated trailing 1-ED are very good. Then property ED1 implies
that the input blocks and the second output block of the 1-Ga are codewords, and that the leading
1-ED acting on the second input block simulates the identity. Property wGa2 implies that there is no
encoded error in the second output block.
Case 3. The 1-Ga, the untruncated trailing 1-ED, and the 1-ED acting on the second input block are very
good. Then property ED1 implies that the second input block and the second output block of the
1-Ga are in the code space, and that the 1-ED acting on the second input block simulates the identity;
furthermore, property ED3 implies that first input block to the 1-Ga is 1-deviated. Property wGa3
implies that there is no encoded error in the second output block.
Case 4. The 1-Ga, the untruncated trailing 1-ED, and the 1-ED acting on the first input block are very
good. Then property ED1 implies that the first input block and the second output block of the 1-Ga
are in the code space; furthermore, property ED3 implies that the second input block to the 1-Ga is
1-deviated. Property wGa3 implies that there is no encoded error in the second output block.
However, in contrast to Case 3, the 1-ED acting on the second input block does not necessarily simulate
the identity, at least for the standard convention for decomposing a 1-deviated state into an encoded
qubit and a nontrivial syndrome — the state of the input qubit to the 1-encoder that precedes the 1-ED
may differ from the state of the output qubit from the 1-*decoder that follows the 1-ED. However,
we may choose a different syndrome decoding convention for this particular 1-*decoder, allowing the
decoded qubit to be in the same state as the input qubit. Since property wGa3 holds irrespective of
the syndrome decoding convention, there is still no encoded error in the second output block. The
choice of a different 1-*decoder may cause an additional error when it meets the standard 1-*encoder
in the first output block, but that error can be absorbed into the noisy operation N .
The level reduction of a good′′ 1-exRec is carried out by inserting U ◦ U−1 immediately before the 1-
∗encoders that precede the 1-exRec, where U is the ideal 0-Ga. Then we group U−1 with the carved good′′
1-exRec, obtaining, according to Lemma 2, a noisy level-0 operation that acts only on the input to the
following bad 1-exRec. This noisy operation is absorbed into the level-0 fault that results from applying
level reduction to the bad 1-exRec; thus the good′′ 1-exRec has been replaced by the ideal 0-Ga U .
Therefore we have shown, as desired, that our level reduction procedure maps a two-qubit good′′ 1-exRec
to the corresponding ideal gate. Note that to reach this conclusion we assumed that the error detection steps
in the bad cluster detect no errors, as postselection is a key ingredient in the proof of weak correctness. It
was also necessary to propagate faults forward from the level-0 gates associated with carved good′′ 1-exRecs
to the faulty gates that immediately follow.
6.5 Probability of bad 1-exRecs
To summarize, we have now articulated a procedure, depending on the fault path, for dividing the bad cluster
into nonoverlapping carved 1-exRecs, and designating each pre-bad 1-exRec in the cluster as bad, good′, or
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good′′. Our level reduction algorithm maps the bad cluster, together with the encoders that immediately
precede it and the decoders that immediately follow it, to an equivalent circuit of level-0 gates, where each
good′ or good′′ 1-exRec is mapped to an ideal 0-Ga, and each bad 1-exRec is mapped to a faulty 1-Ga.
Furthermore, each bad carved 1-exRec contains at least two faults.
Suppose that we specify r 1-exRecs in a level-1 simulation and we consider the set of all fault paths
such that these r specified 1-exRecs are bad. In every one of these fault paths, each of the r bad (possibly
truncated) 1-exRecs contains at least two faults. Therefore, for each fault path, we may identify a pair of
level-0 locations in the 1-exRec that are faulty; the pair may be chosen in no more than A ways, where A is
the number of pairs of locations contained in the largest 1-exRec used in the simulation. Since the truncated
bad 1-exRecs do not overlap, the pairs are disjoint. Furthermore, once a pair of 0-locations is chosen in each
of the r 1-exRecs, the probability of the sum of all fault paths that have faults at the 2r specified 0-locations
is not more than ε2r, in the local stochastic noise model. Our conclusion is:
Lemma 3. Probability of bad 1-exRecs. Suppose that an ideal quantum circuit is simulated using level-1
fault-tolerant error-detecting gadgets, satisfying the properties specified in Lemmas 1 and 2, subject to local
stochastic noise with strength ε. Let us say that a 1-exRec is bad if and only if it is mapped by level reduction
to a faulty gate (under the assumption that all 1-EDs in the 1-exRec accept). Consider a specified set Ir of
r (possibly overlapping) 1-exRecs, and consider the union of all fault paths such that all of the 1-exRecs in
the set Ir are bad. The probability Prob(Ir bad) of this set of fault paths obeys
Prob(Ir bad) ≤
(
Aε2
)r
, (9)
where A is the number of pairs of locations contained in the largest 1-exRec used in the simulation.
Note that in the statement of Lemma 3 we assume the local stochastic noise model. It will be necessary to
specialize to locally correlated stochastic noise only when we consider the probability of badness conditioned
on global acceptance by the circuit in Sec. 7. The content of the lemma is just that with our rules for defining
badness, a pair of fault locations can be associated with each bad 1-exRec, that the pairs are disjoint, and
that each pair can be chosen in no more than A ways.
However, since we will adopt the locally correlated stochastic noise model for our arguments in Sec. 7, it
will be important to examine whether this noise model applies to the reduced circuit, so that the analysis of
the level reduction can be repeated in a self-similar manner. Let us therefore observe that a good′′ 1-exRec
does not allow syndrome information from earlier 1-exRecs to propagate to the good, good′ or good′′ 1-exRec
that follows — in Fig. 9 the decoder acting on the second output block finds a trivial syndrome. On the other
hand, syndrome information can propagate through a good′′ 1-exRec to reach the following bad 1-exRec. A
good′ 1-exRec might propagate syndrome information forward, but it is always followed by bad 1-exRecs.
Thus we see that communication inside a bad cluster has the property assumed in the locally correlated
noise model: after level reduction, no syndrome information can propagate from one good 0-Ga to another
good 0-Ga that immediately follows.
We note that, because our carving procedure starts at the rear edge of a bad cluster and works forward
from there, whether a given pre-bad 1-exRec is classified as bad or good* can depend on what happens in the
future of the 1-exRec. For example, consider the case of a single-qubit 1-exRec with one fault in its 1-Ga and
one fault in its trailing 1-ED. This 1-exRec will be good′ if the following 1-exRec is declared bad (because
the following 1-exRec contains additional faults), but the 1-exRec will be bad if the following 1-exRec is
declared good (because the following 1-exRec contains only the one fault in its leading 1-ED). Furthermore,
when a bad 1-exRec is mapped to a level-0 fault under level reduction, the type of fault can depend on
what happens at subsequent locations. After level reduction, then, the local adversaries are empowered to
pass messages both forward and backward in time. Thus we have incorporated message passing in both
directions in our formulation of the locally correlated stochastic noise model, to ensure its stability under
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Fig. 10. A bad 1-exRec (inner box) and the sealed cluster (outer box) that contains it. Fault
locations are indicated by ×. Note that the leading and trailing 1-EDs of the sealed cluster are
very good (contain no faults).
level reduction. Messages may be passed backward from a bad 0-Ga to a preceding bad or good 0-Ga, but
not from a good 0-Ga to a preceding good 0-Ga.
7 From local acceptance to global acceptance
Our next goal is to obtain an upper bound on the probability that r specified 1-exRecs in the circuit are bad,
conditioned on global acceptance by every 1-ED in the circuit. To obtain this bound we must exploit a crucial
feature of the locally correlated stochastic noise model — that if a 1-ED is very good (contains no faults),
then no information about previous faults can propagate through the 1-ED and reach later 0-locations in
the circuit.
To be concrete, consider the case r = 1, and contemplate the set of all fault paths such that one specified
1-exRec is bad. This set of fault paths can be sorted into subsets, with each subset corresponding to a
particular “minimal sealed cluster” that contains the specified 1-exRec. Here a “cluster” means a connected
subgraph of the quantum circuit, comprised of 1-Ga’s and 1-EDs, whose boundary contains only 1-EDs. We
say that the cluster is “sealed” if every one of these bounding 1-EDs is very good. The sealed cluster is
“minimal” if there is no smaller sealed cluster contained within it. We will call the set of very good 1-EDs
at the beginning of the sealed cluster the “leading edge” of the cluster, and the set of very good 1-EDs at
the end of the sealed cluster the “trailing edge.” The sealed cluster excluding its leading and trailing edges
is the “interior” of the sealed cluster. For a simple example, see Fig. 10.
The very good 1-EDs at the edge isolate the sealed cluster from the surrounding gates; that is, because
the output of a very good 1-ED is always a codeword, the error syndrome carries no information about
previous faults through the leading edge of the sealed cluster to its interior, and no information about faults
in its interior through the trailing edge to subsequent gates. Furthermore, the messages passed by the level-0
local adversaries are blocked by a very good 1-ED (if, for example, the 1-ED has depth at least two). In the
locally correlated stochastic noise model, messages can be passed from one level-0 gate to an immediately
following or preceding gate, but only if at least one of the two gates is bad. Conceivably, then, a message
could pass from a final good gate in a very good 1-ED that is in the leading edge of the sealed cluster to a
bad gate immediately following in the interior, or from the final good gate inside a very good 1-ED that is
contained in the trailing edge of the sealed cluster to a bad gate immediately following that is outside the
sealed cluster. But in both cases, the message does not carry any information about the fault path inside
the sealed cluster to the region outside, or any information about the fault path outside the sealed cluster
to the inside.
The concept of a minimal sealed cluster may also be applied to the case where r > 1 specified 1-exRecs
are bad, except that now the sealed cluster might have more than one connected component, where each
component contains at least one of the specified 1-exRecs. With the sealed cluster and the fault path inside
the sealed cluster fixed, consider the set of fault paths outside the sealed cluster such that all 1-EDs outside
the sealed cluster and all 1-EDs in its leading edge accept (detect no errors). Because in the locally correlated
stochastic noise model, the local adversaries in the interior of the sealed cluster know nothing about the fault
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path outside the sealed cluster, and the local adversaries outside the sealed cluster know nothing about the
fault path inside, this set of fault paths outside does not depend at all on the fault path inside. That is,
with the sealed cluster fixed, the inside and outside fault paths are uncorrelated. Indeed, the set of outside
fault paths such that all 1-EDs outside and all 1-EDs in the leading edge of the sealed cluster accept would
be exactly the same even if we replaced each fault in the interior of the sealed cluster by an ideal gate, that
is, if the sealed cluster were replaced by the corresponding “very good” cluster.
Now consider the set of all fault paths in a level-1 circuit such that all 1-exRecs in a specified set Ir
of r 1-exRecs are bad, and such that the minimal sealed cluster containing these r 1-exRecs is a particular
fixed cluster K. We may use the “impermeability of the boundary” of the sealed cluster to obtain a useful
upper bound on the probability of this set of fault paths, conditioned on global acceptance by all 1-EDs in
the circuit. The following identities hold:
Prob(Ir bad ∧ K sealed | global acceptance)
Prob(K very good | global acceptance)
=
Prob(Ir bad ∧ K sealed ∧ global acceptance)
Prob(K very good ∧ global acceptance)
=
Prob(Ir bad ∧ K sealed ∧ local acceptance)
Prob(K very good ∧ local acceptance) . (10)
Here “Ir bad ∧ K sealed” refers to the union of all fault paths such that the 1-exRecs in Ir are bad and
K is the minimal sealed cluster containing Ir, while “K very good” refers to the sum over fault paths such
that K contains no fault at all. The first equality follows from Bayes’s rule, and the second is true because
of the isolation of the sealed cluster — the probability of acceptance for 1-EDs outside the sealed cluster
does not depend on the fault path inside the sealed cluster. Actually “local acceptance” means acceptance
by every 1-ED contained in the interior of the sealed cluster and also by every 1-ED in its trailing edge.
“Global acceptance” includes in addition acceptance by every 1-ED that is outside the sealed cluster and
also by every 1-ED in its leading edge.
It is easy to estimate the denominator: if there are no faults at all in the cluster K, then local acceptance
is assured; therefore,
Prob(K very good ∧ local acceptance) ≥ (1− ε)|K| , (11)
where |K| is the number of 0-locations in the interior of the sealed cluster. (When the sealed cluster K
is specified, we are already requiring the fault path to be very good at the edge of K; to ensure local
acceptance and that the sealed cluster is very good, it suffices to demand that there are no faults in the
interior. Therefore, our estimate of Prob(K very good ∧ local acceptance) includes a factor of (1 − ε) for
each 0-location in the interior.)
Now let Prob(K | Ir) denote the probability that K is the minimal sealed cluster containing Ir, and
consider summing over K with Ir fixed. We observe that
Prob(Ir bad ∧ K sealed ∧ local acceptance) ≤ Prob(Ir bad ∧ K sealed)
= Prob(Ir bad) · Prob(K | Ir) , (12)
and we recall that Prob(Ir bad) can be bounded using Lemma 3. Since
Prob(K very good | global acceptance) ≤ 1 , (13)
eq. (10) implies:
Lemma 4. Probability of a bad cluster conditioned on global acceptance. Suppose that an ideal
quantum circuit is simulated using level-1 fault-tolerant error-detecting gadgets, satisfying the properties
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specified in Lemmas 1 and 2, subject to locally correlated stochastic noise with strength ε. Consider the
union of all fault paths such that a specified set Ir of r 1-exRecs in the level-1 circuit are bad. The probability
Prob(Ir bad | global acceptance) of this set of fault paths, conditioned on global acceptance by every 1-ED
in the circuit, obeys
Prob(Ir bad | global acceptance) ≤
(
Aε2
)r∑
K
Prob(K | Ir)
(1 − ε)|K| . (14)
Here A is the number of pairs of locations contained in the largest 1-exRec, K is summed over all minimal
sealed clusters that contain Ir, and |K| is the number of level-0 locations contained in the interior of K.
To go further, we will need an estimate of Prob(K | Ir) and a method for enumerating the sealed clusters.
For both purposes, it is convenient to regard the minimal sealed cluster K as a graph whose nodes are 1-Ga’s,
with maximal degree d = 2m if each quantum gate in our universal set acts on no more than m qubits. We
pessimistically assume that every 1-ED in each of the r specified 1-exRecs in the set Ir contains a fault, so
that all of these 1-EDs are in the interior of K. Under this assumption, the smallest possible sealed cluster
consists of the 1-exRecs in Ir plus all neighboring 1-exRecs. This smallest cluster contains no more than
r(d + 1) 1-Ga’s. Now imagine traversing K in a “breadth-first” manner. Any new 1-Ga that we encounter
must be connected to the graph that has already been traversed by a 1-ED that is not very good (since if the
1-ED is very good it is contained in the cluster’s edge). Therefore, for any K larger than the smallest cluster,
a fault must occur in each 1-ED in a specified set determined by K, where the number of these faulty 1-EDs
is at least |G(K)| − r(d+1); here |G(K)| denotes the number of 1-Ga’s contained in K. The probability that
a specified 1-ED contains at least one fault is no larger than
Prob(ED not very good) ≤ 1− (1 − ε)|ED| ≤ ε · |ED| , (15)
where |ED| denotes the number of 0-locations contained in the 1-ED circuit. Thus we obtain the estimate
Prob(K | Ir) ≤ (ε · |ED|)|G(K)|−r(d+1) . (16)
If each of the designated 1-exRecs in Ir has the maximal degree d = 2m, then the interior of the smallest
possible sealed cluster has size
|Ksmallest| ≤ r(d + 1) · |Ga|+ rd · |ED| = r(d+ 1) · |exRec| − rd2 · |ED| , (17)
where |Ga| denotes the maximal number of 0-locations in an m-qubit 1-Ga, and |exRec| denotes the maximal
number of 0-locations in an m-qubit 1-exRec. Each time we add an additional 1-Ga to the minimal sealed
cluster, the size |K| of the interior grows by
|ED|+ |Ga| = |exRec| − (d− 1) · |ED| , (18)
and the probability Prob(K | Ir) is suppressed by another factor of ε · |ED|. If we sum over the number
(denoted by t) of 1-Ga’s added to the smallest cluster, eq. (14) yields
Prob(Ir bad | global acceptance)
≤
(
Aε2
(1− ε)(d+1)·|exRec|−d2·|ED|
)r ∞∑
t=0
N(Ir, t)
(
ε · |ED|
(1− ε)|exRec|−(d−1)·|ED|
)t
, (19)
where N(Ir, t) denotes the number of clusters with t 1-Ga’s added to the smallest cluster containing Ir.
Now we need to obtain an upper bound on the sum over t. One convenient way to proceed is to consider,
for each of the d 1-Ga’s that surround each 1-exRec in Ir, enumerating all of the connected clusters that
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contain that particular 1-Ga. Then summing independently over the possible configurations for each of these
rd clusters will account for each possible K, though some of the minimal sealed clusters will be counted more
than once. On a graph with maximal degree d, let Md(s) denote the maximal number of connected clusters
of s nodes that contain a particular specified site. Then by summing over the number of nodes in each of rd
clusters, we obtain from eq. (19)
Prob(Ir bad | global acceptance) ≤
(
Aγ(ε)dε2
D(ε)
)r
, (20)
where
γ(ε) =
∞∑
s=1
Md(s)
(
ε · |ED|
(1− ε)|exRec|−(d−1)·|ED|
)s−1
, (21)
and
D(ε) = (1− ε)(d+1)·|exRec|−d2·|ED| . (22)
We can derive an upper bound on γ(ε) from an upper bound on Md(s), which is provided by
Lemma 5. Cluster counting. Consider any specified set Jt of t nodes in a graph of maximal degree d.
Let Md(s,Jt) denote the number of connected sets of s ≥ t nodes that contain all of the nodes in Jt. Then
Md(s,Jt) ≤ et−1(ed)s−t (where e = 2.71828 . . . ).
Proof: First consider the case t = 1. We may associate with each connected set containing the specified
marked node a directed tree that spans the set, so that it suffices to count the trees. Imagine traversing
the tree in a breadth-first manner, starting at the marked node (the root). In the first step we add directed
edges that point from the root to neighboring nodes that are in the set. In subsequent steps, we visit the
nodes of the tree one at a time, and we add new directed edges that point from each node to its neighbors
in the set that are not already contained in the tree. This procedure continues until all s nodes in the set
have been exhausted.
The root of the tree has in-degree 0 and an out-degree that can take any value from 0 to d; all other nodes
have in-degree 1 and an out-degree that can range from 0 to d − 1. The final node visited has out-degree
0. Let i1, i2, . . . , is−1 denote the out-degrees of the remaining s − 1 nodes (those whose out-degrees do not
necessarily vanish). These out-degrees must sum to s− 1.
To count the trees, note that once the out-degree of node j is assumed to be ij, there are at most
(
d
ij
)
ways to choose the ij outgoing edges. Thus the number of trees is bounded above by
Md(s, I1) ≤
∑
i1,i2,...,is−1
(
d
i1
)(
d
i2
)
· · ·
(
d
is−1
)
≤
∑
i1,i2,...,is−1
di1di2 . . . dis−1
i1!i2! . . . is−1!
≤ ds−1
(
∞∑
i=0
1
i!
)s−1
= (ed)s−1 . (23)
If there are t marked nodes, then the tree has t roots. Assign an arbitrary ordering to the roots. First we
traverse the tree whose root is the first marked node, avoiding the other marked nodes and avoiding nodes
that have been visited in previous steps. Then we traverse the tree whose root is the second marked node,
again avoiding other marked nodes and nodes that have already been visited, etc., until every one of the
s nodes has been reached. Now the out-degrees of the nodes sum to s − t, and as before there are s − 1
potentially nonvanishing out-degrees. (Actually, t of the out-degrees vanish, but because we don’t know
which ones will vanish we are obligated to sum over all s − 1 of them.) Therefore counting as above gives
Md(s,Jt) ≤ es−1ds−t.
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In fact, the same argument (and therefore the same upper bound) applies if the subgraph is not connected,
as long as each unmarked node is connected to at least one of the marked nodes. We will only need the case
t = 1 for our argument in this paper, but we have considered general t in Lemma 5 for completeness.
Using Md(s) = (ed)
s−1 and defining s′ = s− 1, we can evaluate the sum in eq. (21), finding
γ(ε) =
∞∑
s′=0
(
edε · |ED|
(1− ε)|exRec|−(d−1)·|ED|
)s′
=
1
1− ω(ε) , (24)
where
ω(ε) =
edε · |ED|
(1− ε)|exRec|−(d−1)·|ED| . (25)
We note that eq. (20) implies that
Prob(Ir bad | global acceptance) ≤
(
ε2/ε0
)r
, (26)
where ε0 is defined implicitly by the equation
ε0 =
1
A
·D(ε0)
(
1− ω(ε0)
)d
, (27)
and where it is understood that the expression for D(ε0) is evaluated by choosing the 1-exRec that maximizes
D(ε0) (the ex-Rec with the largest value of (d+1) · |exRec|−d2 · |ED|), and that (1−ω(ε0))d is also evaluated
by choosing the 1-exRec that maximizes its value. We obtain:
Lemma 6. Probability of bad 1-exRecs conditioned on global acceptance. Suppose that an
ideal quantum circuit is simulated using level-1 fault-tolerant error-detecting gadgets satisfying the properties
specified in Lemmas 1 and 2, subject to locally correlated stochastic noise with strength ε ≤ ε0. The probability
Prob(Ir bad | global acceptance) that all r 1-exRecs in a specified set Ir are bad, conditioned on global
acceptance by every 1-ED in the circuit, obeys
Prob(Ir bad | global acceptance) ≤
(
ε2/ε0
)r
, (28)
where ε0 is defined by eq. (27,22,25), and A is the number of pairs of locations contained in the largest
1-exRec.
We note that ε0 ≤ 1/A, and that because the right-hand-side of eq. (27) is a decreasing function of ε0, we
can obtain a lower bound on ε0 by substituting ε0 → 1/A in the right-hand-side.
Aside from a slight modification to be discussed in Sec. 9, arising from the decoding of the C◦k1 blocks in
Knill’s scheme, ε0 can be regarded as an estimate of the accuracy threshold for postselected fault-tolerant
quantum computation. Of course, to obtain a numerical lower bound on the threshold, we must determine A,
D, and ω by analyzing the properties of an explicit set of universal fault-tolerant gadgets. And as discussed
in Sec. 10, we can improve our estimate by counting malignant pairs of locations in the 1-exRecs, rather
than all pairs of locations.
8 The level reduction lemma
Suppose we consider an ideal quantum circuit that begins with the preparation of qubits in the standard
state |0〉 and ends with single-qubit measurements in the standard basis {|0〉, |1〉} that read out the final
result. We will say such a circuit is “closed,” meaning that the circuit ends with measurements. In contrast,
we say that a circuit is “open” if its output is a quantum state. In Knill’s scheme, the purpose of the
postselected computation, protected by the concatenated error-detecting code C◦k1 , is to prepare an ancilla
state that is protected by the code C2. This postselected circuit is open.
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In the case of the level-1 postselected simulation of a closed circuit, subject to locally correlated stochastic
noise with strength ε, Lemmas 1, 2, and 6 tell us how to reduce the circuit to an equivalent level-0 circuit
(equivalent in the sense that both circuits produce exactly the same probability distribution for the final
measurement outcomes). By Lemma 1, we can convert each good 1-preparation to an ideal 0-preparation
followed by an ideal 1-encoder, and we can convert each good 1-measurement to an ideal 0-measurement
preceded by an ideal 1-decoder. Using Lemmas 1, 2, and 6, we can move the 1-encoders forward one step
at a time, converting each good* 1-location to an ideal 0-gate, and each bad 1-location to a faulty level-0
gate, until the 1-encoders finally meet the 1-decoders and annihilate them. We refer to this procedure that
replaces a noisy level-1 circuit by its equivalent level-0 circuit as “level reduction.”
Furthermore, the equivalent level-0 circuit is also subject to locally correlated stochastic noise (assuming
the 1-ED gadgets have depth at least two), but with a reduced strength ε(1) = ε2/ε0. Lemma 6 actually
establishes that the noise in the reduced circuit is local stochastic noise with strength ε(1), but as discussed
in Sec. 6.5 we can also infer that syndrome information is unable to propagate from one good carved 1-exRec
to a following one. In addition, as can be seen from Fig. 9, messages that are passed from one level-0 gate
to another must penetrate a very good 1-ED in order to successfully propagate through two successive good
carved 1-exRecs; this will not be possible if the 1-ED has depth two or more (as discussed in Sec. 4.2). We
conclude that in the reduced circuit the adversaries are unable to send syndrome information through two
consecutive good gates, the defining property of the locally correlated stochastic noise model.
Because the reduced circuit is also subject to locally correlated stochastic noise, the level reduction can
be repeated. One level reduction step, applied to a closed level-k postselected computation subject to locally
correlated stochastic noise with strength ε, yields a closed level-(k−1) postselected computation subject to
locally correlated stochastic noise with strength ε(1) = ε0 (ε/ε0)
2
. Repeating the level reduction k times, we
finally obtain a level-0 circuit with noise strength
ε(k) = ε0 (ε/ε0)
2k
. (29)
Thus, for ε < ε0, the noise strength drops steeply as the level increases, and the postselected computation
becomes highly reliable.
An open level-k postselected circuit ends, not with measurements, but rather with the recursive decoding
of each C◦k1 block to a single qubit. The decoder 1-Ga maps the 1-block to a single output qubit, while also
extracting the error syndrome as in eq. (8). The decoder 1-Rec consists of the decoder 1-Ga only — no 1-ED
is inserted between the preceding 1-Ga and the decoder 1-Ga. Thus the 1-exRec that contains this preceding
1-Ga has a trailing 1-decoder rather than a trailing 1-ED. Nevertheless, if this 1-exRec contains one fault
it is correct in the usual sense, because a very good 1-decoder, like a very good 1-ED, will detect a single
error in its input 1-block. The k-decoder consists of a level-(k−1) simulation of the decoder 1-Rec, followed
by a level-(k−2) simulation of the decoder 1-Rec, etc., culminating in a final decoder 1-Rec. Therefore, the
level-k decoder is not really fault tolerant — a single fault in the last step can cause the decoder to fail.
When we apply a level reduction step to the level-k postselected circuit, the ideal 1-encoders, as they plow
forward through the circuit, convert the level-k recursive decoder to a level-(k−1) recursive decoder, followed
by one last 0-location acting on each output qubit. This last 0-location arises when the ideal 1-encoder meets
the final noisy 1-decoder in the level-k decoder. Ideally, this final 0-location should be the identity gate. But
just one fault in the final 1-decoder could cause the 1-decoder to fail, and therefore this final 0-location has
a fault with a probability bounded above by Dε, where D is the number of locations in the 1-decoder.
In summary, we have proved:
Lemma 7. Level reduction for an open circuit. Suppose that an ideal open quantum circuit is simulated
using level-k fault-tolerant error-detecting gadgets, subject to locally correlated stochastic noise with strength
ε ≤ ε0, where the level-1 gadgets satisfy the properties specified in Lemmas 1 and 2, and the 1-ED has
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depth two or more. Then if no errors are detected by any 1-EDs in the circuit, there is an equivalent level-
(k−1) circuit, subject to locally correlated stochastic noise with strength ε(1) = ε0 (ε/ε0)2, that produces
the same output state. In addition, the equivalent circuit contains one final time step in which faults occur
independently on the output qubits with probability ≤ Dε. Here D is the number of locations in the 1-decoder,
and ε0 is defined as in Lemma 6.
9 Threshold theorem
In a level-k postselected simulation, the computation is aborted if an error is detected at any level. Therefore,
we can apply Lemma 7 k times in succession. For the first level reduction step, we only require that no
errors are detected in the level-1 blocks. In the next step we again require only a trivial syndrome at level
1 in the effective level-(k−1)-simulation, but this is equivalent to requiring a trivial level-2 syndrome in the
original level-k simulation, and so on.
We conclude that if no errors are detected at any level by any k-ED, then, after applying level reduction
k times to the open circuit, the equivalent circuit (apart from the step arising from the k-fold reduction of
the final k-decoders) is subject to locally correlated stochastic noise with strength ε(k) = ε0 (ε/ε0)
2k . Each
of the final k-decoders is reduced to a single 0-location acting on an output qubit, ideally the identity, with
fault probability bounded above by
ε
(k)
dec = D
k−1∑
j=0
ε(j) = Dε0
k−1∑
j=0
(ε/ε0)
2j
= Dε+O(ε2) . (30)
If, following Knill, we simulate the encoding circuits for the C2 ancillas using the level-k postselected
computation, then for ε < ε0 and k sufficiently large the errors arising from faults in the encoding circuit
become negligible, and we only need to worry about the faults during decoding. These faults produce errors
independently distributed among the qubits in the ancilla, with error rate ε
(k)
dec. If this error rate is low
enough, the errors will be corrected with high probability by the code C2.
In Knill’s scheme (see Fig. 1), the code C2 protects a simulated computation in which every gate is
teleported. Let’s recall what it means to “teleport a gate” [12]. To be concrete we will consider the case
of a single-qubit gate, but the same idea also applies to multi-qubit gates. To teleport the gate V , first the
entangled two-qubit ancilla state (IA ⊗ VB)|φ〉AB is prepared, where |φ〉 = (|00〉+ |11〉)/
√
2 is a Bell state.
Then a Bell measurement is performed on the ancilla qubit A and the input data qubit C, obtaining the
outcome (σC ⊗ IA)|φ〉CA, where σ ∈ {I,X, Y, Z} is a known Pauli operator. If the input state of the data
is |ψ〉C , this procedure prepares qubit B, which may be regarded as the output data qubit, in the state
V σ−1|ψ〉B .
Now, if V is a Clifford group gate, then the output state is
V σ−1|ψ〉 = (V σ−1V −1)V |ψ〉 , (31)
where (σ′)−1 = V σ−1V −1 is a known Pauli operator. To ensure that the output state is V |ψ〉 as desired
we could apply σ′ to the output to complete the teleportation step. However, it is not actually necessary to
apply σ′; rather it suffices to keep a classical record indicating that the deviation of the data from its ideal
state can be repaired by applying σ′. In a computation in which all gates are Clifford gates, this record can
be continuously updated, and ultimately used to interpret the results of Pauli operator measurements at
the end of the computation. Note that, because when a Clifford gate is teleported the outcome of the Bell
measurement is not needed to determine how later gates are implemented, it is not necessary to wait for the
Bell measurement to be completed before preceding to the next step of the computation.
The destructive measurement of encoded Pauli operators can also be realized by “teleportation.” To
measure the Pauli operator Z, we prepare an ancilla qubit in the state |0〉 (the eigenstate of Z with eigenvalue
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+1), and then perform a joint Bell measurement on the ancilla qubit and the input qubit, obtaining the
outcome (σ⊗ I)|φ〉. If σ ∈ {I, Z}, then the outcome of the measurement is Z = 1, while if σ ∈ {X,Y }, then
the outcome is Z = −1. Similarly, to measure the Pauli operator X , we prepare an ancilla qubit in the state
|+〉 (the eigenstate of X with eigenvalue +1), and then perform Bell measurement on the ancilla qubit and
input qubit. If σ ∈ {I,X}, then the measurement outcome is X = 1, and if σ ∈ {Y, Z}, then the outcome
is X = −1.
Of course, to achieve universal quantum computation we will need a non-Clifford gate in our gate set.
But, as will be discussed in Sec. 11.4, our non-Clifford gate U can be chosen such that if σ is any Pauli
operator, then Uσ−1U−1 is a Clifford-group operator in our gate set. Therefore, each time U is teleported,
the Bell measurement outcome (together with the record of outcomes of Bell measurements performed to
implement previous Clifford gates) determines a known Clifford gate that will complete the teleportation of
U . Thus, when U is teleported, we do wait for the Bell measurement to be completed; the measurement
outcome determines which Clifford gate comes next and therefore which ancilla state will be used in the next
teleportation step.
We are to simulate an ideal circuit of teleported gates by using ancilla states encoded in C2 code blocks,
and by performing Bell measurements on C2 code blocks. The circuit that prepares each ancilla state
has been protected by the error-detecting code C◦k1 ; after applying level reduction k times to this ancilla
preparation circuit, we obtain a noisy C2 ancilla encoder, which has two parts. The first part, the ancilla
preparation gadget, has a negligible probability of being bad if ε < ε0 and k is sufficiently large, and if good
it outputs the ideal C2 ancilla state. The second part, the independent noise gadget, applies independent
noise to the qubits in the C2 code block, with error probability per qubit bounded above by ε
(k)
dec ≤ ε(∞)dec .
Using a suitable notion of level reduction, we can reduce the noisy C2 simulation to a level-0 circuit,
where each good teleported gate in the C2 simulation is mapped to an ideal level-0 teleported gate, and each
bad teleported gate in the C2 simulation is mapped to a faulty level-0 teleported gate. An exRec in the C2
simulation consists of two ancilla preparation gadgets, the two independent noise gadgets that follow the
ancilla preparation gadgets, and a Bell measurement. (If a non-Clifford gate occured in the previous step,
the exRec also includes two storage steps, while one of the ancillas waits for the outcome of the previous Bell
measurement.) We say that the exRec is good if both of the ancilla preparation gadgets are good, and if the
errors arising from independent noise gadgets, the noisy Bell measurement, and the storage steps (if there
are any) occur at a correctable set of positions in the C2 code block. If the exRec is good, it is also correct;
that is, the logical Pauli operator inferred from the Bell measurement agrees with what it would have been
if all operations were ideal.
Formally, if the exRec is correct, we can move an ideal decoder acting on the output of the C2 simulation
of gate teleportation forward so that the ideal decoder acts on the input, thereby transforming the simulated
gate teleportation to the ideal level-0 gate teleportation, as illustrated here:
ancilla
prep.
indep.
noise
s s
ancilla
prep.
ideal
decoder
indep.
noise
Bell
meas. =
ancilla
prep.
ideal
decoder
ideal
ancilla
0-prep.
ideal
Bell
0-meas.
In the diagram, the double-line input and output to the Bell measurement indicates the classically recorded
logical Pauli operator which is updated when Clifford-group gates are teleported. The circles on one input
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wire of the Bell measurement indicate the two storage steps that must be included if the previous gate
is non-Clifford, in which case the outcome of the previous Bell measurement is needed to determine what
ancilla state to use for the current gate.
To complete our new proof of the threshold theorem, we are to show that the probability that the C2
simulation of a teleported gate is bad is bounded above by εth, the previously established accuracy threshold.
The encoded Bell measurement is done transversally; that is, a Bell measurement on C2 blocks A and B is
realized by first performing Bell measurements on all pairs of qubits, where one qubit in each pair is from
block A and the other qubit is at the same position in block B. Then the logical Bell measurement outcome
is extracted by classical post-processing. This classical decoding will be successful if the Bell measurements
with errors occur at a correctable set of positions.
Because the noise that follows the ancilla preparation gadget is independent, and because there is no
subsequent communication between Bell pairs in the rest of the circuit, the errors on different Bell pairs
are uncorrelated (neglecting the very small probability that the ancilla preparation gadgets are bad). The
probability of error in each two-qubit Bell measurement can be bounded above by
ε
(k)
Bell = 2ε
(k)
dec + 5ε . (32)
The factor 2 in front of ε
(k)
dec arises because either of the two independent noise gadgets could act at a particular
position in the block, and the factor 5 in front of ε counts the three 0-locations in the Bell measurement
circuit (one cnot gate and two single-qubit measurements), plus (in the case where the preceding gate is non-
Clifford) the two storage 0-locations while the data waits for the outcome of the previous Bell measurement.
Teleportation of an m-qubit gate requires m independent Bell measurements, any of which might fail.
Therefore, if the probability of a failed ancilla preparation is negligible, the probability of failure for an m-
qubit teleported gate is no larger thanmε
(k)
Bell. Suppose that each gate in the universal set that is protected by
the code C2 is a one-qubit or two-qubit gate. Then the code C2 should be chosen so that independent errors
occuring at rate ε
(k)
Bell can be corrected, such that the probability of a C2 encoded error is below
1
2εth, where
εth is the value of the quantum accuracy threshold that can be achieved using concatenated error-correcting
codes. That is, if the probability of an encoded error is less than 12εth when the error rate in the C2 block
is ε′, then a lower bound on the accuracy threshold is found by solving for ε in the equation
ε
(∞)
Bell ≡ 2ε(∞)dec + 5ε = ε′ . (33)
Therefore we have proved:
Theorem 1. Accuracy threshold for postselected quantum computation. Suppose that fault tolerant
level-1 gadgets can be constructed that satisfy the properties specified in Lemmas 1 and 2, where the 1-ED
has depth two or more, and consider a noisy quantum circuit subject to locally correlated stochastic noise
with strength ε. Then for any constant δ > 0 the noisy circuit can simulate an ideal quantum circuit of size
L with error δ, with an overhead cost polylogarithmic in L, provided that ε < ε˜0. Here ε˜0 is the value of ε
that solves eq. (33), where ε
(∞)
dec is defined by eq. (30),and ε0 is defined as in Lemma 6.
Theorem 1 follows because we have shown that, under the specified conditions, Knill’s postselected scheme
can simulate quantum gates of adequate fidelity for the previously proved threshold theorem to apply. See
for example [7] for further explanation of this previously established theorem, including in particular the
definition of the error δ and an estimate of the overhead.
We will describe in Sec. 10 a further refinement of Theorem 1 that will yield an improved lower bound on
the accuracy threshold. Let us nevertheless pause to evaluate the lower bound provided by Theorem 1. For
the fault tolerant circuits that are constructed in Sec. 11, the threshold estimate is dominated by the two-
qubit cnot gate (the only multi-qubit gate in our universal gate set). The 1-ED contains |ED|=28 0-locations
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and the cnot 1-Ga contains |Ga|=4 0-locations. Therefore the cnot 1-exRec contains 4 × 28 + 4 = 116
0-locations, and the number of pairs of 0-locations contained in the cnot 1-exRec is A =
(
116
2
)
= 6670.
Plugging these numbers and d = 4 into eq. (27), we find
ε0 = 1.410× 10−4 , (34)
which is only about 6% below the naive estimate ε0 = 1/A = 1.499× 10−4.
The decoder has D = 3 locations and since, for example,
∞∑
k=0
(.999)2
k ≈ 9.633 (35)
we may choose ε = 1.40× 10−4 and still have
ε′ = ε
(∞)
Bell ≤ (6 × 9.633 + 5)ε < 63 ε < .009 . (36)
We may choose the code C2 to be any code that can correct independent errors occuring at the rate ε
′, with
probability of a decoding failure smaller than εth. To be concrete, suppose that C2 is the level-2 concatenated
5-qubit code, decoded recursively. Since the five-qubit code can correct one error, two errors in a block of
five are needed to cause failure; therefore for each inner block of five qubits, the probability ε(1) of a decoding
failure is bounded above by ε(1) ≤ (52)(ε′)2 = 10(ε′)2. For the outer block of five qubits, the probability ε(2)
of a decoding failure is bounded above by ε(2) ≤ 10(ε(1))2 = 103(ε′)4 ≈ 6.6 × 10−6. This quantity is an
upper bound on the probability of badness for each single-qubit gate in the simulated C2 computation. To
teleport a two-qubit gate, there are two Bell measurements, either of which might fail, so that probability
of badness is bounded above by 2(6.6 × 10−6) ≤ 1.4 × 10−5, which is still safely below εth. We conclude
that 1.40× 10−4 is a lower bound on the accuracy threshold that can be achieved using error detection and
postselection.
However, this lower bound on the accuracy threshold is weaker than the lower bound 1.9 × 10−4 that
has already been established in [9] using concatenated quantum error-correcting codes. To demonstrate that
Knill’s postselection method really improves the threshold we need to strengthen Theorem 1.
10 Malignant pairs of locations
The threshold estimate formulated in Sec. 9 was based on counting all pairs of 0-locations in the largest
1-exRec, along with a correction factor to take into account correlations among the faults in the circuit.
This estimate is too pessimistic because there are many pairs of 0-locations that are benign — the 1-exRec
is correct even if arbitrary faults occur at that pair of 0-locations. As in [7], we can improve the threshold
estimate by counting the pairs of 0-locations that are malignant (i.e., not benign).
Recall there are several different notions of correctness, where the applicable notion depends on the
context in the circuit. For example, for a two-qubit gate, we may consider AA-correctness, AB-correctness,
BB-correctness, weak AA-correctness, weak AB-correctness, and weak BB-correctness; the malignant pairs
of 0-locations can be identified in all six cases. Let us say that a pair of 0-locations is malignant if any of
these notions of correctness are violated for some choice of faults at this pair of 0-locations.
If a 1-exRec is incorrect, then either faults occur at a malignant pair of 0-locations, or else faults occur
at three or more 0-locations (where no two of these locations constitute a malignant pair). This means that
Lemma 3 can be strengthened, with eq. (9) replaced by
Prob(Ir bad) ≤
(
A˜ε2 +Bε3
)r
; (37)
here A˜ is now the largest number of malignant pairs of 0-locations for any 1-exRec, and B =
(
|exRec|
3
)
is
the number of ways to choose three 0-locations in the largest 1-exRec. We may also make the replacement
Aε2 → A˜ε2 +Bε3 in eq. (20) to improve Theorem 1.
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There are a variety of ways to further refine this estimate, some of which we will exploit to estimate the
threshold in Sec. 12. One useful observation is that a 1-exRec is sure to be correct if faults occur only in the
trailing 1-EDs. Therefore, when we enumerate the sets of faulty 0-locations that cause the 1-exRec to fail
we may exclude the case where all the faulty 0-locations are contained in the trailing 1-EDs, and so we may
make the replacement (for an m-qubit gate)
B → B˜ =
(|exRec|
3
)
−
(
m|ED|
3
)
. (38)
Furthermore, when we count the sealed clusters, we may distinguish the case where the 1-exRec contains
exactly two faults from the case where the 1-exRec contains more than two faults. For an m-qubit gate,
if there are only two faults then at least 2m − 2 1-EDs in the 1-exRec are very good. Thus for any fixed
fault path with exactly two faults in a specified 1-exRec, we can restrict the sum over the sealed clusters
containing that 1-exRec to those such that 2m− 2 specified 1-EDs are at the cluster’s edge. Therefore the
factor γ(ε)d in eq. (20) can be replaced by γ(ε)2, and also the size of the interior of the smallest sealed cluster
becomes
|Ksmallest| ≤ 3 · |Ga|+ 2 · |ED| = 3 · |exRec| − 10 · |ED| . (39)
Adding together the contributions due to 1-exRecs with exactly two faults and due to 1-exRecs with three
or more faults, the expression for Prob(Ir bad | global acceptance) becomes
Prob(Ir bad | global acceptance) ≤
(
A˜γ(ε)2ε2
C(ε)
+
B˜γ(ε)dε3
D(ε)
)r
, (40)
where
C(ε) = (1− ε)3·|exRec|−10·|ED| . (41)
The equation that implicitly defines the threshold estimate ε0 becomes
ε−10 =
A˜γ(ε0)
2
C(ε0)
+
B˜γ(ε0)
dε0
D(ε0)
. (42)
Some further ideas for improving the estimate will be explained in Sec. 12.
For the proof of the threshold theorem it is necessary to establish that the locally correlated stochastic
noise model is preserved by level reduction. One possible approach is to design our gadgets such that even
when good 1-exRecs are permitted to contain faults at a benign pair of locations (rather than just a single
fault), it is still true that information about the previous fault history is unable to propagate through a
good* 1-exRec to a good* 1-exRec that immediately follows. In fact, the definitions of AA, AB, and BB-
correctness already ensure that a correct 1-exRec clears the syndrome — the input to each of the trailing
1-EDs is a codeword. Similarly, in the case of a weakly correct 1-exRec, the input to the trailing 1-ED that
is shared with the following good* 1-exRec is a codeword. We should check in addition that all gadgets are
constructed such that no level-0 messages can pass through two consecutive good* 1-exRecs. However, in
this paper we follow a somewhat different approach to derive a lower bound on the accuracy threshold; we
will reformulate the conditions satisfied by the noise model, as explained in Sec. 11.2.
11 Postselected quantum computation: the gadgets
Before proceeding to give more details of our threshold analysis, we will describe in this section the fault-
tolerant gadgets that we will use. Then, in Sec. 12, we will derive our improved lower bound on the accuracy
threshold.
Following Knill [10], the error-detecting code C1 used in our fault-tolerant constructions has parameters
[[n, k, d]]=[[4,2,2]]; that is, it encodes k = 2 logical qubits in n = 4 physical qubits and has distance d = 2.
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Using the notation X ≡ σx and Z ≡ σz for the Pauli matrices, the generators of the code’s stabilizer are the
operatorsX⊗4 and Z⊗4. These generators have eigenvalues ±1, and measuring both generators determines a
“syndrome” that can take any one of 22 = 4 values; the code space has the trivial syndrome X⊗4 = Z⊗4 = 1.
The logical X and Z operators can be taken to be XL = XXII and ZL = ZIZI acting on the first logical
qubit and XT = XIXI and ZT = ZZII acting on the second logical qubit (where I is the identity operator
and we have omitted the tensor product symbol).
It is helpful to recognize that the [[4,2,2]] code can be regarded as the distance-2 “Bacon-Shor code”
described in [22]. The 16-dimensional Hilbert space H of the four qubits in the code block can be partitioned
into four four-dimensional subspaces, each labeled by a value of the syndrome. Each of these subspaces —
and, in particular, the code space corresponding to the trivial syndrome — can be decomposed as a tensor
product HL ⊗HT of two logical qubits; hence
H =
⊕
eigen(X⊗4,Z⊗4)
(HL ⊗HT ) . (43)
Either of the two logical qubits could be chosen as the logical qubit for our computation — by convention, we
choose the first logical qubit. The second logical qubit then acts as a “gauge” qubit [22, 23] (or “spectator”
qubit [10]) whose state does not affect the computation. In principle, we could just disregard the gauge qubit
in our subsequent discussion. But as we will discuss in Sec. 11.1, we can increase the effectiveness of error
detection if we keep the gauge qubit in a known state throughout our computation.
The remainder of this section is organized as follows: In Sec. 11.1 we present 1-ED gadgets that implement
fault-tolerant error detection using the [[4,2,2]] code, and in Sec. 11.2 we explain how these gadgets have
suitable properties for our proof of the threshold theorem to be applicable. In Sec. 11.3 we discuss 1-Ga
gadgets for implementing the logical gates {cnot, H, S} that generate the Clifford group. Then in Sec. 11.4
we discuss how to implement a logical non-Clifford single-qubit rotation that completes our universal gate
set. Finally, in Sec. 11.5, we discuss how to construct 1-Ga’s that prepare eigenstates of the logical Pauli
operators and 1-Ga’s that measure the logical Pauli operators.
11.1 Fault-tolerant error detection
To implement fault-tolerant error detection we will use Knill’s 1-ED gadget shown in Fig. 11: First, two
ancilla blocks are encoded in the logical Bell state |Φ0〉L ∝ |00〉L+ |11〉L and, next, a transversal cnot gate is
applied with the data block as control and the first ancilla block as target. Then, all qubits in the data block
are measured in the X eigenbasis and all qubits in the first ancilla block are measured in the Z eigenbasis.
In the case of the [[4,2,2]] code, the parity of the four X measurement results determines X⊗4data⊗X⊗4anc, which
has the value +1 if there are no Z errors in the data or ancilla block and the value −1 if there is a single
Z error in the two blocks. Similarly, the parity of the four Z measurement results determines Z⊗4data ⊗ Z⊗4anc,
which has the value +1 if there are no X errors in the data or ancilla block and the value −1 if there is a
single X error in the two blocks.
If there are no errors in either block, then the parity of the first two X measurement results determines
the eigenvalue of XL⊗XL acting on the data and first ancilla blocks, and the parity of the first and third Z
measurement results determines the eigenvalue of ZL⊗ZL acting on the data and first ancilla blocks. These
two eigenvalues determine the logical Pauli operator that needs to be applied to the second ancilla block to
complete the teleportation of the logical state of the input data block.
In the case of the [[4,2,2]] code, the preparation of the logical Bell state can be simplified by choosing
the state of the gauge qubit appropriately. We note that the code state |0〉L|+〉T is the simultaneous +1
eigenstate of ZL = ZIZI and XT = XIXI; using the code’s stabilizer generators ZZZZ and XXXX we
infer that |0〉L|+〉T is also a +1 eigenstate of IZIZ and IXIX . It follows, then, that
|0〉L|+〉T = |Φ0〉13|Φ0〉24 (44)
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Fig. 11. A schematic of Knill’s 1-ED gadget applied to a code with n qubits in the code block.
Two ancilla blocks are prepared in a logical Bell state, |Φ0〉L ∝ |00〉L+ |11〉L, and then transversal
cnot gates are applied as shown. Finally, all qubits in the data and the first ancilla block are
measured in the eigenbases of the Pauli operators indicated at the lower right of the measurement
symbols. Parity checks applied to the measurement outcomes detect errors in the incoming data
block or the first ancilla block. If there are no errors, the measurement outcomes determine the
logical Pauli operator (PL) needed to complete the logical teleportation of the state |ψ〉L of the
input code block.
|+〉 •
|+〉 •
|0〉 
|0〉 
|+〉 •
|0〉 
|+〉 •
|0〉 
(a) (b)
Fig. 12. Encoding circuits for the states (a) |0〉L|+〉T , and (b) |+〉L|0〉T . Note that a cnot gate
acting on two qubits initialized in the state |+〉|0〉 creates a Bell state |Φ0〉 ∝ |00〉+ |11〉.
is a product of a Bell state of the first and third qubits in the block and a Bell state of the second and fourth
qubits. By similar reasoning we see that
|+〉L|0〉T = |Φ0〉12|Φ0〉34 . (45)
Circuits for preparing |0〉L|+〉T and |+〉L|0〉T are shown in Fig. 12. These 1-preparation gadgets satisfy
Property Ga2 as formulated in Sec. 5 because a Bell state can have no more than one error — since
(I ⊗ O)|Φ0〉 = (OT ⊗ I)|Φ0〉 for any matrix O (where OT denotes the transpose of O), an error acting
on the second qubit of a Bell state is equivalent to an error acting on the first qubit.
Furthermore, since the [[4,2,2]] code is a CSS code, the logical cnot is transversal (it can be implemented
by bitwise cnot gates). This implies that in order to prepare two blocks in a logical Bell state we may use
either of the circuits in Fig. 13. The two circuits are related by interchanging the two code blocks; therefore
both circuits prepare the logical state |Φ0〉L (which is invariant under interchange), but they prepare different
states of the gauge qubits. These Bell pair 1-preparation gadgets satisfy Property Ga2 of Sec. 5 because
both the preparation of encoded blocks and the transversal cnot gate are fault tolerant.
Depending on which one of the two circuits in Fig. 13 we use to prepare the logical Bell state, we obtain
one of the two 1-ED gadgets shown in Fig. 14. The 1-ED circuit in Fig. 14(a) prepares the gauge qubit in the
first ancilla block in the state |0〉T ; we therefore refer to this type of error detection as zero error detection,
denoted 1-zED. The 1-ED circuit in Fig. 14(b) prepares the gauge qubit in the first ancilla block in the state
|+〉T ; we therefore refer to this type of error detection as plus error detection, denoted 1-pED.
As suggested by Knill [10], we perform 1-zED if the gauge qubit of the incoming data block has been
prepared in the state |0〉T ; then we can perform an additional parity check on the measurement outcomes to
evaluate the eigenvalue of ZT⊗ZT acting on the data and the first ancilla block. This scheme allows us to
detect, for example, the Pauli error XIIX acting on the data, which commutes with the code stabilizer but
anticommutes with both ZL and ZT . Similarly, we perform 1-pED if the gauge qubit of the incoming data
block has been prepared in the state |+〉T , which enables us to extract the eigenvalue of XT ⊗XT acting on
the data and the first ancilla block, thus detecting the Pauli error ZIIZ acting on the data.
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(a) (b)
Fig. 13. Two encoding circuits for the logical Bell state |Φ0〉L. In (a), the first block is prepared in
the state |+〉L|0〉T and the second block is prepared in the state |0〉L|+〉T . Then, the transversal
cnot gate creates a logical Bell state while preserving the state |0〉T |+〉T of the gauge qubits.
In (b), the two code blocks are interchanged, so that the gauge qubits are prepared in the state
|+〉T |0〉T .
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Fig. 14. Two alternative versions of Knill’s 1-ED gadget for the [[4,2,2]] code. (a) In “zero 1-ED”
(1-zED), the gauge qubit of the first ancilla block is prepared in the state |0〉T . If the input data
block has its gauge qubit in the “matching” state |0〉T , then the eigenvalue of the operator ZT⊗ZT
acting on the data and the first ancilla block can be extracted during error detection. (b) In “plus
1-ED” (1-pED), the gauge qubit of the first ancilla block is prepared in the state |+〉T . If the input
data block has a gauge qubit in the “matching” state |+〉T , then the eigenvalue of the operator
XT⊗XT acting on the data and the first ancilla block can be extracted during error detection.
The output from 1-zED has the gauge qubit prepared in the state |+〉T and the output from 1-pED has
the gauge qubit prepared in the state |0〉T . Therefore, we alternate between the 1-zED and 1-pED gadgets
throughout our computation. Half of the error detection steps have an enhanced ability to detect X errors
and the other half have an enhanced ability to detect Z errors.
11.2 Knill’s ED gadget and the locally correlated stochastic noise model
For our proof of the threshold theorem, we need to verify that two properties of the level-1 gadgets are
satisfied by the noise model. First, we require that communication through the circuit is blocked by a very
good 1-ED (one with no faults). This property is used in our analysis of sealed clusters in Sec. 7 and Sec. 10.
Second, we must check that under level reduction the noise model is mapped to a noise model of the same
form, but with a renormalized noise strength.
We have seen that the locally correlated stochastic noise model formulated in Sec. 4 has both properties,
if a (possibly truncated) good* 1-exRec is allowed to contain no more than one fault. But the stability of
the noise model under level reduction must be revisited if faults at benign pairs of locations are allowed. We
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Fig. 15. Schematic view of Knill’s 1-ED gadget. In our modified noise model, a good level-0 Bell
measurement that is preceded by a good 0-Ga will prevent messages from passing from the input
to the output; therefore a very good 1-ED blocks communication.
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Fig. 16. The Bell measurement 1-exRec, consisting of two leading 1-EDs followed by a Bell
measurement 1-Ga.
will continue to suppose that correlations among faults can be established only due to messages passed by
the local adversaries who reside at each 0-Ga in the circuit. However, the condition invoked in our previous
analysis, that no message can pass through two consecutive good 0-Ga’s, needs to be modified.
As will be explained in Sec. 12.1.2 , after one or more level reduction steps we will regard each Bell
measurement and each Bell state preparation as a single 0-Ga in the circuit — using such “contracted”
gadgets will enable us to improve the threshold estimate. With this convention, Knill’s 1-ED contains only
12 0-Ga’s: 4 Bell state preparations, 4 cnot 0-Ga’s, and 4 Bell measurement 0-Ga’s. Our noise model
must be chosen so that the desired properties of the noise model are compatible with this procedure for
enumerating 0-Ga’s.
Schematically, the 1-ED of Fig. 14 has the form shown in Fig. 15, where each 1-preparation contains
two Bell state preparations performed in parallel, the cnot 1-Ga contains four parallel cnot gates, and the
level-1 Bell measurement contains four parallel Bell measurements (or 0-BMs). If the 1-ED is very good then
its output is in the code space after postselection, in accord with property ED1 of Sec. 5. Since no syndrome
information propagates through the very good 1-ED, only the messages passed by the local adversaries can
establish correlations between its input and its output.
Since the 1-ED under examination may have resulted from several level reduction steps applied to a
higher level 1-ED, we must recognize that postselection could be hidden inside a good 0-BM. Because of
this hidden postselection, a good 0-BM might establish correlations between the two messages it receives.
To exclude this possibility, let us assume, as the defining feature of our modified noise model, that a good
level-0 Bell measurement blocks communication, unless it is immediately preceded by bad level-0 gates acting
on both of its input qubits. Under this assumption, the four good 0-BMs inside a very good 1-ED (each
of which is preceded by a good cnot gate acting on one of its inputs) prevent correlations from being
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established between the input and output messages passed through the 1-ED; thus a very good 1-ED blocks
communication as we desire.
It remains to show that this condition is stable under level reduction. At level 1, the BM 1-Rec, shown
in Fig. 16, consists of a BM 1-Ga preceded by two leading 1-EDs (the 1-exRec, which coincides with the
1-Rec, contains no trailing 1-EDs and is never truncated). If the 1-BM is good, and if (at least) one of the
two immediately preceding 1-exRecs is also good*, then the input to the 1-ED that is shared by the 1-BM
Rec and the preceding good* 1-exRec is guaranteed to be a codeword. Thus there is no nontrivial syndrome
information carried by this input block that could become correlated with the syndrome of the other block.
Therefore, unless both of the immediately preceding 1-exRecs are bad, only the level-0 communication can
establish correlations between the two input blocks.
Furthermore, a good BM 1-Rec contains at most two faults, and therefore since a very good 1-ED blocks
communication, communication through a good BM 1-Rec is possible only if each leading 1-ED contains
exactly one fault. It follows that the BM 1-Ga must have no faults, and the four good 0-BMs contained
in this 1-BM will block the level-0 messages unless one of the 0-BMs is immediately preceded by two bad
0-Ga’s. Thus we see that communication is surely blocked unless the two faulty gates in the good BM 1-Rec
are cnot gates that both precede the same 0-BM.
Now consider the leading 1-ED in the BM 1-Rec that is shared with (one of) the good* 1-exRecs that
immediately precedes the BM 1-Rec. We have already seen that, if communication through the BM 1-Rec
is possible, then this 1-ED must have exactly one faulty cnot 0-Ga that is contained in the cnot 1-Ga.
Therefore the 1-BM contained in the 1-ED has no faults, and hence blocks the level-0 communication, unless
one of the 0-BMs contained in the 1-BM is preceded by faulty 0-Ga’s acting on both of its input qubits; one
of these is the faulty cnot 0-Ga contained in the 1-ED, and the other must be a faulty 0-Ga that acts at
the same position in the code block and is contained in the 1-Ga that immediately precedes the 1-ED.
However, this pair of fault locations in the preceding 1-exRec — one fault in the 1-cnot of the trailing
1-ED and another fault in the 1-Ga that acts at the same position in the code block — is surely a malignant
pair: the output of the 1-Ga may have one error caused by the fault in the 1-Ga, and this error may escape
detection because of the fault in the 1-ED. Therefore, if the 1-exRec is indeed good*, then the 1-BM in the
1-ED is guaranteed to block the messages passed by the local adversaries. We conclude that, under level
reduction, the good BM 1-Rec is mapped to a good 0-BM that blocks communication, unless both of the
immediately preceding 0-Ga’s are bad; therefore, the noise model is stable under level reduction as desired.
11.3 Fault-tolerant Clifford-group computation
In the [[4,2,2]] code, as for any CSS code, the logical cnot is transversal. The logical Hadamard is also
transversal, up to a permutation of the second and third qubits in the code block. To see this, note that a
bitwise Hadamard transformation interchanges XXXX and ZZZZ, thereby preserving the code’s stabilizer
group. It also maps XL = XXII to ZZII and ZL = ZIZI to XIXI; after swapping the second and third
qubits in the code block, then, XL and ZL are interchanged. This is the logical Hadamard transformation.
Thus, for the [[4,2,2]] code, there are fault-tolerant realizations of all the operations in the set
GCSS = {CNOT, H,P|0〉,P|+〉,MX ,MZ} , (46)
where P|φ〉 denotes the preparation of the single-qubit state |φ〉 and MA denotes the measurement of the
single-qubit operator A. We refer to these operations as the CSS operations. Together with the operations
in GCSS, the phase gate
S≡ exp(−iπ
4
σz) (47)
suffices to generate the Clifford group. Though no direct transversal implementation of the logical S gate
is possible for the [[4,2,2]] code, we may use the simulation circuit in Fig. 17. The simulation of the logical
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S gate then reduces to logical CSS operations and the preparation of an ancilla block in the logical state
|+i〉L ∝ |0〉L + i|1〉L.
|ψ〉 
>=

Z
|+i〉 • Y S|ψ〉
Fig. 17. Circuit simulating the S gate using the ancilla state |+i〉, the +1 eigenstate of Y .
11.3.1 Distillation threshold
Although it is not obvious how to devise a fault-tolerant circuit that directly prepares highly accurate copies
of the logical state |+i〉L, we can “distill” |+i〉L states of progressively higher fidelity provided that the error
probability of the initial copies is below a threshold value. For example, the distillation protocol indicated
in Fig. 18 takes as input two noisy copies of |+i〉, each with error probability εanc, and (after postselection)
outputs a single cleaner copy with error probability of order ε2anc. Repeating the distillation protocol reduces
the error probability further. Note that the operations used in the distillation protocol are CSS operations
(the cphase gate can be built from cnot and Hadamard gates).
|+i〉 •  |+i〉
|+i〉 • •
>=

X
+1
Fig. 18. A distillation protocol for the |+i〉 state. Two copies are prepared and then interact via
a cphase gate followed by a cnot gate. If the initial copies have no errors and the operations
are executed without faults, the X measurement on the second copy yields the outcome +1. If a
different outcome is observed, the output state is rejected.
To be more concrete, consider a state of a single qubit that is close to the state |+i〉. By flipping a coin
and applying Y to the state with probability 1/2, we induce decoherence in the basis of Y eigenstates; thus
the resulting state is a mixture of |+i〉 with probability 1 − εanc and |−i〉anc with probability εanc. We say
that εanc is the “error probability.”
This procedure, which uses randomness (i.e. a toss of a fair coin) to induce decoherence in a particular
basis, has been called twirling [24]. For postselected circuits, the analysis of a protocol that involves twirling
can be problematic — the adversary might arrange for the probability of acceptance to depend on the
outcome of the coin toss, which in effect biases the coin [14]. Fortunately, the effectiveness of the distillation
protocol is not impaired if twirling is omitted. We will explain this point in Sec. 11.3.2 below.
Suppose for the moment that all operations in the distillation protocol are executed ideally without faults.
Then, after one iteration of the distillation protocol in Fig. 18, the error probability ε
(1)
anc for the output state
conditioned on acceptance (i.e., conditioned on getting the +1 measurement outcome) satisfies the upper
bound
ε(1)anc =
ε2anc
ε2anc + (1− εanc)2
≤ 2ε2anc , (48)
since both input states must have an error for an error in the output state to go undetecteda.
If we repeat the distillation protocol, the error probability ε
(2)
anc after two rounds, conditioned on accep-
tance, is bounded above by 2(ε
(1)
anc)2. (The input states in the second round were prepared independently in
the first round, so their errors are uncorrelated.) Similarly, after m rounds,
ε(m)anc ≤
1
2
(2εanc)
2m , (49)
aTo obtain eq. (48), we used η2 + (1− η)2 ≥ 1/2, ∀η. Since in fact η1η2 +(1− η1)(1− η2) ≥ 1/2, ∀η1, η2 ≤ 1/2, eq. (48) applies
even when the two ancillas have unequal error probabilities, where εanc is the larger error probability.
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which decreases doubly exponentially as long as the initial error probability εanc is below the distillation
threshold ε
dist,|+i〉
0 ≡ 1/2.
Of course, in practice the CSS operations used in the distillation protocol will not be ideal. However, we
will show that there is an accuracy threshold εCSS0 for CSS operations: if the fault rate is below ε
CSS
0 then we
can perform logical CSS operations with arbitrarily good accuracy using a concatenated code. Furthermore,
we can prepare encoded |+i〉 states with error rate below εdist,|+i〉0 using the method of teleportation into the
code block. Therefore, encoded |+i〉 states with a very low error rate can be prepared using the distillation
protocol, and highly reliable Clifford group computation is possible, if the fault rate is below an accuracy
threshold εClif0 for Clifford operations. Further details will be discussed in Sec. 12.1.4.
11.3.2 Distillation without twirling
In the above discussion of the distillation threshold, we have included in the distillation protocol a “twirling”
step to induce decoherence in the Y -eigenstate basis. This step allows us to describe the deviation from the
ideal state in terms of an error probability that can be updated in each round of the protocol.
In fact, our conclusions concerning the accuracy of the logical S gate apply just as well if the twirling step
is omitted. First note that Y gates applied to one or both of the input qubits can be propagated through
the circuit shown in Fig. 18. One finds that these Y gates have no effect on the X measurement, and that
for either measurement outcome a Y gate applied with probability 1/2 to the output qubit is equivalent to
Y gates applied with probability 1/2 to each input qubit (the density operator of the output qubit is the
same either way). Invoking this observation for a protocol with many rounds, we conclude that twirling the
output qubit after the distillation protocol is complete is equivalent to twirling all of the input qubits before
the protocol begins.
We may therefore imagine that the twirl is applied to the input ancilla qubit for the circuit shown
in Fig. 17. By propagating the Y gate through the circuit, we find that a Y gate applied to the input
ancilla qubit has the same effect as a Y gate applied to the output qubit, but also flips the outcome of the
Z measurement. Taking into account that a Y gate acting on the output qubit is conditioned on the Z
measurement outcome, we find that after averaging over the measurement outcomes the density operator of
the output qubit is the same, whether or not Y is applied to the input. We conclude, finally, that the output
state of the simulated S gate is the same, whether or not twirling is included in the distillation protocol.
11.4 Fault-tolerant universal quantum computation
Now that we have seen how to realize fault-tolerant Clifford group computation, we can complete our
universal set of quantum gates by adding the non-Clifford gate Ty ≡ exp(−iπ8σy). The gate Ty can be
simulated, as shown in Fig. 19, using Clifford operations and the ability to prepare the “magic” state
|H〉 ≡ cos(π8 )|0〉+sin(π8 )|1〉, the eigenstate with eigenvalue +1 of the Hadamard transformationH . Therefore,
we can achieve universal fault-tolerant quantum computation if we can prepare encoded copies of |H〉 with
a low error rate.
|ψ〉 •  T 2y Ty|ψ〉
|H〉 • •
>=

X
Fig. 19. Circuit simulation of the gate Ty using the ancilla |H〉, the +1 eigenstate of the Hadamard.
Note that T 2y = (SH)S(SH)
† is a Clifford group operation.
Just as for the state |+i〉 discussed in Sec. 11.3, highly accurate copies of |H〉 can be distilled from noisy
copies [25]. Assuming that the Clifford group operations used in the protocol are ideal, distillation will
succeed if the initial noisy copies have an error rate below the threshold value ε
dist,|H〉
0 . For a protocol that
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includes “twirling,” a lower bound of 14% on the distillation threshold was established by Bravyi and Kitaev
in [25]; however, as explained in Sec. 11.3, including twirling can complicate the analysis of a postselected
simulation. Fortunately, we can establish a lower bound on the distillation threshold for a protocol that does
not include twirling. Our estimate of the distillation threshold is lower than the estimate found in [25], but
it will suffice for our purposes.
We consider the same protocol as in [25], which maps 15 noisy input copies to one output copy of the
desired state. We suppose that each input is either a perfect copy ρideal of the desired state, with probability
at least 1 − ε, or a damaged state ρjunk with probability at most ε (where the damaged state ρjunk is
arbitrary). The Bravyi-Kitaev protocol is based on a distance-3 code with length n = 15 and k = 1 encoded
qubits. If one or two of the 15 input copies are damaged, then the protocol (which uses only Clifford group
operations) is certain to either detect the damage or to project the damaged copies to ideal copies. If errors
are detected the input is rejected, and if no errors are detected the code block is decoded to a single output
qubit. Thus if the input is accepted then the output is ideal, unless the input copies have (three or more)
errors at positions in the code block that can escape detection.
For the 15-qubit code (which is based on the 15-bit classical Hamming code), there are 35 ways to choose
a “bad” set of three qubits such that errors occuring on those qubits can escape detection, and there are 945
ways to choose a set of four qubits such that no bad set of three is contained in the set of four. Since the
probability of acceptance is at least (1− ε)15, we find by applying Bayes’s rule that the probability of error
in the output qubit, conditioned on acceptance, can be bounded above as
εout ≤ 35ε
3 + 945ε4
(1− ε)15 ; (50)
therefore εout < ε for
ε < .0630 . (51)
Since the output qubit is either ideal with probability at least 1− εout or damaged with probability at most
εout, subsequent rounds of the protocol can be analyzed in the same way. Thus we find that, even for a
protocol without twirling, the distillation threshold obeys ε
dist,|H〉
0 > .0630 — distillation succeeds if the
input copies have a probability of error below 6.3%.
If the fault rate is below εClif0 , so that Clifford operations can be accurately simulated, and encoded magic
states with an error probability below 6.3% can be prepared by teleporting into the code block, then we
can apply an encoded version of the distillation protocol to prepare highly accurate encoded magic states.
Details will be discussed in Sec. 12.2.
11.5 Fault-tolerant preparation and measurement
Finally, let us discuss how to construct gadgets for preparing the encoded Pauli operator eigenstates |0〉 and
|+〉 and for measuring the logical Pauli operators Z and X . We have already described the fault-tolerant
circuits in Fig. 12 that prepare |0〉L|+〉T and |+〉L|0〉T . However we might in some cases need to prepare the
states |0〉L|0〉T and |+〉L|+〉T such that the logical and gauge qubits have the same value. For this purpose
we can use the circuits shown in Fig. 20.
For the |0〉L|0〉T encoder in Fig. 20(a), a single fault in either of the last two cnot gates can cause the
error IXXI = XL ⊗XT which can be interpreted as a logical XL error accompanied by an XT error on the
gauge qubit. If this faulty encoding circuit is followed by a perfect 1-zED gadget (shown in Fig. 14(a)), then
the outcome of the XT measurement that is included in the 1-zED will be −1 instead of +1, and the state
will be rejected. Similarly, a single fault in the |+〉L|+〉T encoder shown in Fig. 20(b) might cause the error
IZZI = ZL ⊗ZT , but this error would be detected by the ZT measurement in the following 1-pED gadget.
Level-1 measurement gadgets are also simple to construct for the [[4,2,2]] code. A measurement of the
logical Pauli operator ZL can be executed by measuring all the qubits in the code block and then processing
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Fig. 20. (a) An encoding circuit for |0〉L|0〉T . No single fault in this circuit can lead to a XL
error that escapes detection. A fault in either of the last two cnot gates may cause the error
XL⊗XT = IXXI; however this error will be detected by the subsequent 1-zED in the preparation
1-exRec if no other fault occurs. (b) An encoding circuit for |+〉L|+〉T . Similarly, no single fault
in this circuit can lead to a ZL error that escapes detection. A fault in either of the last two cnot
gates may cause the error ZL ⊗ ZT = IZZI, which, if no other fault occurs, will be detected by
the subsequent 1-pED in the preparation 1-exRec.
1−zED • 1−pED
1−zED ?>=<89:; 1−pED
Fig. 21. The cnot 1-exRec, which consists of the logical cnot gate preceded and followed by
error-detection gadgets. Here 1-zED and 1-pED denote the 1-ED gadgets shown in Fig. 14(a) and
(b), respectively. In the case shown, the gauge qubit of each input code block has been prepared
in the state |0〉T , matching the gauge qubit in the first ancilla block of the 1-zED.
the classical measurement outcomes. First, error detection is performed by computing the parity of the
measurement outcomes, the eigenvalue of the stabilizer generator ZZZZ. If the state of the gauge qubit
is known to be |0〉T , then an additional parity check can be done, the evaluation of the eigenvalue of the
operator ZT = ZZII. Finally, if no errors are detected, the eigenvalue of the logical operator ZL = ZIZI
is computed by taking the parity of the first and third measurement outcomes. Measurement of the logical
Pauli operator XL can be executed similarly by measuring all qubits in the X basis and processing the
measurement outcomes.
12 Postselected quantum computation: threshold analysis
12.1 Accuracy threshold for postselected Clifford-group computation
We will see that, once we have established an accuracy threshold εCSS0 for the CSS operations, we can appeal
to the purification protocols described in Sec. 11.3 and Sec. 11.4 to show that the accuracy threshold ε˜0 for
universal postselected quantum computation is quite close to εCSS0 . Therefore, the key step in our threshold
estimate is an analysis of the logical cnot gate, the only two-qubit gate in our CSS set for the [[4,2,2]] code.
The cnot 1-exRec consists of the transversal cnot 1-Ga, preceded by leading 1-EDs acting on each
input block and followed by trailing 1-EDs acting on each output block. If the input gauge qubits have been
prepared in the state |0〉T (the case shown in Fig. 21), then the leading error detections are 1-zEDs and the
trailing error detections are 1-pEDs, while if the input gauge qubits have been prepared in the state |+〉T ,
then the leading error detections are 1-pEDs and the trailing error detections are 1-zEDs. Either way, the
transversal cnot acts trivially on the gauge qubits — the cnot preserves |+〉T |+〉T in the first case and
|0〉T |0〉T in the second case.
12.1.1 Decoding circuits
For the threshold estimate, we are to count the number of malignant pairs of locations inside the cnot 1-
exRec. Recall that a pair of locations is declared malignant if, for some choice of the Pauli errors at the two
locations, at least one of our notions of correctness fails: AA-correctness, AB-correctness, or BB-correctness.
(For reasons to be explained in Sec. 12.1.3, we will do a separate count of the malignant pairs of locations
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Fig. 22. (a) The decoding circuit when the state of the gauge qubit is |+〉T . This decoder maps
the state |ψ〉L of the encoded qubit to the first qubit in the block, maps the stabilizer generator
ZZZZ to Z acting on the second qubit, maps XT = XIXI to X acting on the third qubit, and
maps XT · (XXXX) = IXIX to X acting on the fourth qubit. (b) The decoding circuit when
the state of the gauge qubit is |0〉T . This decoder maps the state |ψ〉L of the encoded qubit to the
first qubit in the block, maps ZT = ZZII to Z acting on the second qubit, maps the stabilizer
generator XXXX to X acting on the third qubit, and maps ZT · (ZZZZ) = IIZZ to Z acting
on the fourth qubit.
that cause weak correctness to fail.) Each notion of correctness is defined in terms of an ideal 1-*decoder
that extracts the syndrome and maps a state in the code space to a single qubit.
For the [[4,2,2]] code there are two 1-*decoders that are shown in Fig. 22, one for each input state of the
gauge qubit (|+〉T or |0〉T ). The circuit shown in Fig. 22(a) is used when the state of the gauge qubit is
|+〉T ; it acts by conjugation according to
ZZZZ 7→ IZII
XIXI 7→ IIXI
IXIX 7→ IIIX . (52)
Therefore, after decoding, a Z measurement of the second qubit extracts the eigenvalue of the stabilizer
generator ZZZZ, an X measurement of the third qubit extracts the eigenvalue of XT = XIXI, and an X
measurement of the fourth qubit extracts the eigenvalue of XT · (XXXX) = IXIX . The circuit shown in
Fig. 22(b) is used when the state of the gauge qubit is |0〉T ; it acts by conjugation according to
ZZII 7→ IZII
XXXX 7→ IIXI
IIZZ 7→ IIIZ . (53)
Therefore, after decoding, a Z measurement of the second qubit extracts the eigenvalue of the ZT = ZZII,
an X measurement of the third qubit extracts the eigenvalue of the stabilizer generator XXXX , and a Z
measurement of the fourth qubit extracts the eigenvalue of ZT · (ZZZZ) = IIZZ. For each 1-*decoder there
is a corresponding 1-*encoder: the time-reversed circuit.
12.1.2 Location counting and contracted exRecs
Both 1-ED gadgets in Fig. 14 contain 16 locations for preparing the two ancilla blocks in a logical Bell state
and 12 locations for the transversal Bell measurements, a total of |ED| = 28 locations. The cnot 1-exRec
in Fig. 21 therefore contains |exRec| = 4× 28 + 4 = 116 locations.
We note that in a 1-ED gadget, four cnot gates are immediately preceded by preparation steps applied
to both qubits, and four cnot gates are immediately followed by measurements of both qubits. If we were to
follow our usual recursive procedure for constructing a level-(k+1) simulation from a level-k simulation (as
in Fig. 2), then each 1-preparation inside the 2-ED would be followed by a 1-ED and each 1-measurement
inside the 2-ED would be preceded by a 1-ED.
But we will achieve a mild improvement in our threshold estimate by modifying the simulation [26].
Inside the 2-ED, we omit the 1-EDs between the 1-preparations and the following 1-cnot, and we regard
the combination of the 1-preparations and the 1-cnot as a single level-1 gadget: the Bell-state preparation
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Fig. 23. Contracted 1-exRecs. (a) The Bell-state preparation 1-exRec. The preparation circuit for
|+〉L|+〉T is shown in Fig. 20(b); |0〉L|+〉T is prepared as in Fig. 12. (b) The Bell-measurement
1-exRec. The indicated measurements of logical Pauli operators are performed transversally.
gadget. Similarly, we omit the 1-EDs between the 1-cnot and the following measurements, and we regard
the combination of the 1-cnot and the measurements as a single level-1 gadget: the Bell-measurement
gadget. The 1-exRecs for the Bell preparation and Bell measurement are shown in Fig. 23. We will refer to
each of these 1-exRecs as a “contracted 1-exRec” or 1-conexRec, because it contains fewer 0-locations than
the cnot 1-exRec. The level-1 combined gadgets are still fault tolerant even though the 1-EDs in the middle
are removed; a 1-conexRec that contains just one fault is correct. Furthermore, a 1-conexRec contains fewer
malignant pairs of locations than a cnot 1-exRec, and is therefore less likely to fail.
The advantage of combining gadgets is that it reduces the number of level-1 locations inside the cnot
2-exRec, and also reduces the number of malignant pairs of level-1 locations inside the 2-exRec. Thus, after
one level reduction step the number of 0-locations inside a cnot 1-exRec is diminished. In effect, the 8
preparations and 8 measurements in each 1-ED are removed, eliminating 4 × 16 = 64 locations and leaving
116− 64 = 52 locations in the 1-exRec.
Note that we count the conexRec as a single location only at level k = 2 and above. We could use the
same strategy at level 1 as well, but that would not improve the threshold. Inside a 1-exRec, each composite
Bell measurement and Bell preparation gadget contains three elementary 0-Ga’s; therefore, in our noise
model it is about three times as likely to fail as an elementary 0-Ga.
12.1.3 The threshold for postselected CSS operations
To estimate an accuracy threshold for postselected computation with CSS gates, we may apply eq. (40) to
the cnot 1-exRec, using |exRec| = 116, |ED| = 28, and d=2m=4. The number A˜ of malignant pairs of
locations in the cnot 1-exRec can be determined by a computer-assisted combinatorial analysis: For every
pair of locations inside the cnot 1-exRec, we consider all possible combinations of Pauli operators acting at
those two locations, and for each combination we determine whether the 1-exRec is correct. If the 1-exRec
is correct for any choice of the Pauli operators, then, since the Pauli operators are an operator basis, it will
be correct for arbitrary faults at the specified locations; the pair of locations is benign. Otherwise, there
is a choice of Pauli operators for which the 1-exRec is incorrect, and the pair of locations is malignant.
Our computer-assisted analysis found in the cnot 1-exRec A˜ = 1, 306 malignant pairs, for which either
correctness or weak correctness fails.
The threshold estimate can be improved using a few tricks. For example, the upper bound Md(s) ≤
(ed)s−1 on the number of clusters, derived in Lemma 5, can be tightened by counting the clusters exactly
for small s: Md(2) = d and Md(3) =
(
d
2
)
+ d(d − 1) = 32d(d − 1). Thus we improve the estimate of γ(ε) in
eq. (24):
γ(ε) ≤ 1
1− ω(ε) −
(
1− 1
e
)
ω(ε)−
(
1− 3(d− 1)
2e2d
)
ω(ε)2 . (54)
Another useful observation relates to the distinction between correctness and weak correctness. It turns
out that there are many pairs of locations in the cnot 1-exRec for which weak correctness fails but correctness
does not fail. When we consider a full untruncated 1-exRec rather than a truncated 1-exRec, the number
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of malignant pairs of locations is only Aˆ = 722 rather than A˜ = 1, 306. Furthermore, as we will explain in
Sec. 12.1.5, an incorrect cnot k-exRec, for k > 1, contains either a pair of bad (k−1)-exRecs, both of which
are not truncated, or it contains three or more bad (k−1)-exRecs, which may or may not be truncated. This
means that after one level reduction step, we can use the correctness criterion rather than weak correctness
for the purpose of counting the number of malignant pairs in subsequent steps, which reduces the number
of malignant pairs substantially. We therefore formulate separate recursion relations for untruncated and
truncated k-exRecs to track how the probability of failure evolves as k increases.
And, as we have already discussed in Sec. 12.1.2, after one level reduction step we can reduce the number
of locations inside the cnot 1-exRec (from 116 to 52) and inside the 1-ED (from 28 to 12) by combining
gadgets to form 1-conexRecs. Repeating the counting of malignant pairs of locations for the case where a
contracted gadget counts as a single location, we find A˜′ = 550 pairs for 1-exRecs that may or may not be
truncated, and Aˆ′ = 336 for untruncated 1-exRecs. Let us use ε(k) to denote the failure probability for a
1-conexRec or 1-exRec that may or may not be truncated, and ε˜(k) to denote the failure probability for an
untruncated 1-conexRec or 1-exRec. Then for k > 1 the recursion relation for ε(k) becomes
ε(k) ≤ A˜
′
(
γ′(ε(k−1))
)2 (
ε˜(k−1)
)2
C′(ε(k−1))
+
B˜′
(
γ′(ε(k−1))
)4 (
ε(k−1)
)3
D′(ε(k−1))
. (55)
Here B˜′ and the functions γ′, C′, D′ are similar to B˜, γ, C, and D in Sec. 10, except that we make the
replacements
|exRec| → |exRec′| = 52 , |ED| → |ED′| = 12 (56)
to take into account the reduced size of the contracted gadgets, and we use the improved version of γ(ε)
from eq. (54). Note that
(
ε˜(k−1)
)2
rather than
(
ε(k−1)
)2
appears in the numerator of the first term on
the right-hand side, reflecting our observation that the exRecs that constitute a malignant pair must be
untruncated. The recursion relation for ε˜(k) is similar, except for the replacement A˜′ = 550→ Aˆ′ = 336.
Given a bound ε on the physical error probability at level-0, we can iterate our recursion equations to
find an upper bound on the effective noise strength for level-k postselected CSS operations, as a function of
the concatenation level k. Fig. 24 shows the result of this iteration; we identify
ε < εCSS0 ; with ε
CSS
0 ≥ 1.04× 10−3 (57)
as the accuracy threshold condition for postselected CSS computation. This analysis applies to both the cnot
1-exRec shown in Fig. 21, and also to the cnot 1-exRec with the 1-zED and 1-pED gadgets interchanged.
12.1.4 The threshold for postselected Clifford-group operations
As discussed in Sec. 11.3, we can now add the phase gate S to GCSS to obtain a gate set that generates the
Clifford group. Because the S gate is not used inside ED gadgets, it is not necessary to simulate S at each
level of concatenation. Rather we need to simulate S only at the highest level of concatenation, and for that
purpose it suffices to prepare the ancilla state |+i〉 encoded at the highest level. If the fault rate ε is below
the threshold εCSS0 for CSS computation, so that arbitrarily accurate CSS operations can be simulated, then
we can distill very clean encoded |+i〉 states from noisy encoded states, provided the error rate εanc in the
noisy encoded states is below the distillation threshold ε
dist,|+i〉
0 = 1/2.
A general method for mapping a single-qubit state to the code space of a quantum code is to “teleport
into the code block” [10] using the circuit shown in Fig. 25. First a logical Bell state is prepared, then the first
ancilla block is decoded to a single qubit, and finally a Bell measurement is performed on the decoded qubit
and the input qubit. After applying the logical Pauli operator that completes the teleportation protocol, the
state |ψ〉 of the input qubit has been mapped to the corresponding encoded state |ψ〉L.
We can use this teleportation method to prepare the (noisy) encoded |+i〉 states that are to be distilled.
Let k be the number of levels of concatenation that are necessary so that the postselected CSS operations of
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Fig. 24. The effective strength ε(k) of locally correlated stochastic noise for level-k postselected
CSS operations, as a function of k, for various values of the physical level-0 error probability
ε (shown in the legend). The plot demonstrates that the threshold error probability is above
1.04× 10−3.
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Fig. 25. Teleporting the single-qubit state |ψ〉 into the code block. First, two ancilla blocks are
prepared in a logical Bell state, then the first ancilla block is decoded with the decoding circuit
D. Finally, a Bell measurement is performed on an input qubit and the output qubit from the
decoder. After the logical Pauli correction (PL) is applied, the state of the output code block is
the encoded state |ψ〉L as desired.
the purification protocol are sufficiently accurate. Then, the input states for the distillation protocol are to
be encoded using the [[4,2,2]] code C1 concatenated k times with itself, denoted C
◦k
1 . To assess the accuracy
of the circuit in Fig. 25 we regard it as a level-k open circuit, and we perform level reduction k times to
obtain an equivalent level-0 circuit, as described in Sec. 8 and Sec. 9. The probability εanc that this reduced
circuit contains a fault satisfies the upper bound
εanc ≤ 3ε(k) + ε(k)dec + 4ε . (58)
Here 3ε(k) is an upper bound on the error probability for the preparation of the postselected level-k encoded
Bell state (which involves three CSS operations — two level-k state preparations and one level-k cnot gate),
ε
(k)
dec is an upper bound on the probability of an undetected error arising during decoding, and 4ε is an upper
bound on the probability of an error during the preparation of the input single-qubit state |+i〉 or during the
Bell measurement (one cnot gate and two single-qubit measurements). We emphasize that εanc in eq. (58)
is the probability that the output code block has an encoded error conditioned on detecting no errors in all
the ED gadgets at all levels of concatenation inside the entire teleportation circuit in Fig. 25.
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Fig. 26. Decoding error probability ε
(k)
dec, conditioned on acceptance by all error detections at all
levels, as a function of the concatenation level k, for various values of the physical level-0 error
probability ε (shown in the legend). For ε < 1.04 × 10−3, ε
(k)
dec converges to an asymptotic value
as k → ∞. The values of ε
(k)
dec for k = 7 shown here are very close to the asymptotic values; this
was verified by considering larger values of k that are not shown in the plot.
As discussed in Sec. 9, the probability of an undetected decoding error satisfies the upper bound
ε
(k)
dec ≤ D
k−1∑
j=0
ε(j) ; (59)
here D = 3 is the number of (CSS) locations in the decoding circuits shown in Fig. 22. In Fig. 26 we have
plotted the decoding error probability ε
(k)
dec as a function of the concatenation level k. When the physical
level-0 fault rate ε is below 1.04 × 10−3, we find ε(k)dec < 3.3% for all k. If ε is also below the threshold
εCSS0 ≈ 1.04 × 10−3 for postselected CSS operations, then ε(k) becomes arbitrarily small for k sufficiently
large, and eq. (58) then implies that εanc is less than ε
(k)
dec+4ε < .038, which is definitely below the distillation
threshold ε
dist,|+i〉
0 = 1/2. Therefore state distillation succeeds, and our estimated accuracy threshold ε
Clif
0
for postselected Clifford-group computation is very nearly the same as the threshold for postselected CSS
computation:
εClif0 ≥ 1.04× 10−3 . (60)
(Actually εClif0 is slightly below ε
CSS
0 , but the difference is quite small.)
To ensure that our upper bound on the probability of a decoding error is rigorous for all k, we bound ε
(k)
dec
up to a specified finite value of k by iterating our recursion relations by hand, and then bound the remaining
terms that contribute to ε
(∞)
dec using an analytic argument. The remainder we wish to bound is
∆ε
(k,∞)
dec ≡ ε(∞)dec − ε(k)dec ≤ D
∞∑
j=k
ε(j) . (61)
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From eq. (55), using D′(ε) ≤ C′(ε) and ε˜(k) ≤ ε(k), we find that for j ≥ k
ε(j) ≤ Γ−1
(
Γε(k)
)2j−k
, (62)
where
Γ ≡ A˜
′
(
γ′
(
ε(k)
))2
+ B˜′
(
γ′
(
ε(k)
))4
ε(k)
D′
(
ε(k)
) . (63)
Inserting Eq. (62) into Eq. (61) and shifting the lower limit of the summation, we obtain
∆ε
(k,∞)
dec ≤ DΓ−1
∞∑
m=0
(
Γε(k)
)2m
≤ Dε(k)
∞∑
n=0
(
Γε(k)
)n
≤ Dε(k)
(
1− Γε(k)
)−1
. (64)
For ε = 1.04× 10−4 and k = 8, we find by explicitly iterating the recursion relations that ε(7)dec ≤ 3.23× 10−2
and ε(8) ≤ 1.64 × 10−7. Substituting into eq. (63), we find Γ ≤ 551; this upper bound is quite close to
A˜′ = 550 because the corrections that are higher order in ε(8) are quite small. Thus, for D = 3, eq. (64)
yields ∆ε
(8,∞)
dec ≤ 10−6 and so we conclude that
ε
(∞)
dec ≤ ε(7)dec +∆ε(8,∞)dec ≤ .033 (65)
for ε < 1.04× 10−3.
12.1.5 A consecutive pair of locations cannot be malignant
In formulating the recursion relation in Sec. 12.1.3, we used the property that an incorrect cnot 2-exRec
contains either a pair of bad 1-exRecs, both of which are not truncated, or contains three of more bad
1-exRecs, which may or may not be truncated. This property can be justified by two observations: (i) A
consecutive pair of locations in a 1-exRec cannot be malignant. (ii) Suppose that a 1-exRec occuring in a
final step of a 2-exRec is immediately preceded by good 1-exRecs, but might be followed by a bad 1-exRec
that is contained in the following 2-exRec. Then we may modify our rules for carving bad clusters so that
the 1-exRec is untruncated — doing so will not lead us to underestimate the probability that any 2-exRec
is bad.
Observation (i) is almost obvious. For an encoded error to occur, there must be errors acting on each
of two distinct qubits in the same code block. Therefore, a second fault afflicting a qubit that has already
been damaged in the previous time step cannot cause an encoded error. Nearly all of the gates in the cnot
1-exRec act transversally — that is, each gate acts on only a single qubit in each code block. The only
exceptions are the cnot gates in the second time step of the 1-ED gadget shown in Fig. 14; however, as we
argued in Sec. 11.1, each of these cnot gates prepares a two-qubit Bell state, and therefore in effect a fault
in the cnot damages only one of the two qubits in the code block. Therefore, two consecutive faults can
damage only one qubit in a code block, and cannot produce an encoded error.
There are a few subtleties; one arises when we recall that, to assess whether a 1-exRec satisfies AB-
correctness or BB-correctness, we are to consider a decoder-encoder pair (which may have a nontrivial
syndrome) inserted between a leading 1-ED and the 1-Ga that follows. What if the two consecutive faulty
locations are a cnot gate in the last step of the 1-ED (before the decoder-encoder pair) and a following cnot
gate in the 1-Ga (after the decoder-encoder pair)? If the preceding 1-exRec is actually correct (or weakly
correct), then the input to the shared 1-ED is a codeword, and we may argue as before that the consecutive
faults cannot produce an encoded error. Otherwise the preceding 1-exRec is incorrect. In that case, though,
it is harmless to absorb an encoded operation into the bad (incorrect) 1-exRec, and this operation can be
chosen so that the encoder’s syndrome (if nontrivial) has its support on the same qubit that is damaged by
the following fault in the 1-Ga. Again, it follows that the faulty 1-Ga cannot produce an encoded error.
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We should also consider what happens if the two consecutive faulty locations are a gate in the last step
of the 1-Ga and a following gate in the first step of the trailing 1-ED. Strictly speaking, this pair of locations
is not benign according to the criterion we have used up to now; the output of the 1-Ga might have an error
due to the first fault, and the error might escape detection due to the second fault. However, in that case
the output of the trailing 1-ED is sure to be a codeword, and to agree with the output of an ideal 1-exRec.
Without changing the result of the simulation, we can absorb the noisy trailing 1-ED into the 1-Ga and
insert a following very good 1-ED that may now be regarded as the trailing 1-ED of an augmented 1-exRec.
This augmented 1-exRec is correct, and so the pair of locations can be declared benign.
Observation (ii) requires more discussion. Let us consider estimating the probability of badness for a
particular set I(2)r of r specified 2-exRecs, and let us identify one specific 2-exRec R1 ∈ I(2)r , whose badness
can be attributed to two bad 1-exRecs at a malignant pair of locations inside R1. Each bad 1-exRec in the
malignant pair is untruncated unless it is followed by another bad 1-exRec. Observation (i) has told us that
these two bad 1-exRecs cannot be consecutive. Therefore, if there are only two bad 1-exRecs in R1 and
one of these bad 1-exRecs is truncated, then there must a third bad 1-exRec that immediately follows the
truncated 1-exRec, contained in a 2-exRec R2 that succeeds R1. We distinguish two cases depending on
whether R2 ∈ I(2)r or not.
Case 1: R2 6∈ I(2)r . In this case there is no harm in taking the bad 1-exRec in R1 to be untruncated because
the following bad 1-exRec in R2 is not relevant for the purpose of estimating the probability that I(2)r
is bad. More formally, when we estimate the probability that the specified set I(2)r is bad, it suffices
to “carve” bad clusters by starting at the rear edge of I(2)r , rather than (as in Sec. 6) at the rear edge
of any larger bad clusters that extend into the future of I(2)r . With this modified procedure the bad
1-exRec in R1 is untruncated.
Case 2: R2 ∈ I(2)r . Note that in this case, since we are considering both R1 and R2 to be bad, R1 is a
truncated 2-exRec. Thus the bad 1-exRec in R2 acts on a 1-block in the input 2-block to a 2-ED — by
inspecting the error detection circuit in Fig. 15, we see that it must be a Bell measurement 1-exRec.
We will argue that this bad Bell measurement 1-exRec actually makes no contribution to the badness
of R2, and hence that it is harmless to regard the bad 1-exRec in R1 as untruncated.
To see this, we will modify our procedure for analyzing bad clusters by introducing yet another type
of good* exRec, which we denote by good′′′. Note that when we consider a good* exRec that follows
a bad exRec, we never need to use A-correctness, since the DD−1 pair is inserted after the exRec’s
leading 1-ED. Under our previously stated rules for analyzing bad clusters, a bad cluster might contain a
consecutive pair of exRecs where the later bad exRec violates A-correctness but not B-correctness. If so,
there is really no need to classify the later exRec as bad. Therefore, let us augment our procedure: after
classifying the exRecs into bad/good′/good′′ according to the previous rules, we sweep forward through
the bad cluster and look for cases where an exRec that follows a bad exRec violates A-correctness but
not B-correctness. Such exRecs are reclassified as good′′′. In the case of a two-qubit location, a good′′′
exRec respects all of the properties AB-correctness, BB-correctness, weak AB-correctness, and weak
BB-correctness.
With this new criterion for badness, R2 must violate one of the B-correctness properties in order to be
bad. Let us say a set of locations is “B-malignant” if faults at those locations can violate one of the
B-correctness properties. Now we claim that any B-malignant set is still B-malignant if we remove any
Bell measurements in the leading EDs. This is true because a change in the logical state that occurs
in the leading ED is irrelevant to B correctness. A single error caused by a fault in the leading ED is
potentially relevant, because it can propagate forward and combine with errors caused by later faults
to produce an undetectable logical error. However, for the ED circuit shown in Fig. 15 only faults
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during the ancilla preparation can propagate forward; faults in the Bell measurement cannot, and are
therefore inessential to the violation of B-correctness.
Since the bad 1-exRec in R2 that succeeds the bad 1-exRec in R1 is a Bell measurement 1-exRec in
the leading 2-ED of R2, it actually makes no contribution to the badness of R2. The badness of R2 is
unaffected if we consider the Bell measurement 1-exRec to be good*, and accordingly we may consider
the bad 1-exRec in R1 to be untruncated.
To summarize, observations (i) and (ii) mean that when a 2-exRec is bad because it contains a malignant
pair of 1-exRecs, we may consider both of the bad 1-exRecs to be untruncated. That is the property we
used to derive eq. (55).
12.2 Accuracy threshold for postselected universal quantum computation
We have now shown that if the fault rate ε satisfies ε < εCliff0 ≈ 1.04×10−3, then postselected Clifford-group
computation can be performed to any desired accuracy. To complete our analysis of the accuracy threshold
for universal quantum computation, we must show that the non-Clifford gate Ty can also be performed to
arbitrary accuracy. As discussed in Sec. 11.4, it is sufficient to be able to prepare a highly accurate encoded
|H〉 state, which will be possible if we can prepare a noisy encoded |H〉 state with an error probability below
the distillation threshold ε
dist,|H〉
0 ≥ .063.
The noisy encoded |H〉 state can be prepared using “teleportation into the code block,” and we can
estimate the accuracy of the preparation just as in Sec. 12.1.4. Assuming that we can prepare a single-qubit
|H〉 state with error probability no larger than ε, the analysis is exactly the same as before, and we conclude
that the encoded |H〉 state has error probability less than .038 for ε < 1.04×10−3. Since this error probability
is less than the distillation threshold ε
dist,|H〉
0 > .063, the distillation protocol succeeds and reliable universal
postselected quantum computation is possible. Thus we have derived a new lower bound on the accuracy
threshold ε0 for universal postselected quantum computation:
ε0 ≥ 1.04× 10−3 . (66)
By counting malignant pairs of locations and employing the other tricks we have described here, we have
improved our previous estimate eq. (34) by a factor of about 7.4.
Finally, as in Sec. 9, we consider decoding the C◦k1 blocks to complete the preparation of the C2 encoded
states. The errors occuring in the Bell measurement of two C2 code blocks can be regarded as independent
with error probability ε′ given by eq. (33):
ε′ = ε
(∞)
Bell ≤ 2× (.033) + 5× (1.04× 10−3) < .072 . (67)
If for example we take C2 to be the 5-qubit code concatenated five times, the probability of an encoded
error in a Bell measurement is no more than 110 (10ε
′)
25
< 2.8 × 10−6; hence the probability of a fault in
a two-qubit gate (which involves two Bell measurements) is no more than 5.6 × 10−6, which is below the
accuracy threshold εth > 1.9 × 10−4 that can be achieved using quantum error-correcting codes. We have
shown at last, then, that 1.04 × 10−3 is a lower bound on the accuracy threshold attainable using error
detection and postselection.
13 Overhead
The main goal of this paper has been to use Knill’s postselection method to establish a rigorous lower bound
on the quantum accuracy threshold, improving on previous rigorous estimates of the threshold. We have
not done detailed studies of the resource requirements for our fault-tolerant simulations. Since the objective
of the postselected part of the computation is not to achieve an arbitrarily small effective fault rate, but
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rather to reach a fault rate below a fixed target value, the additional resource cost incurred by using Knill’s
method is a “mere” multiplicative constant — that is, it is a multiplicative factor that does not depend on
the size of the quantum circuit to be executed. However, as Knill has emphasized [10], this constant is quite
large when the noise strength is close to the threshold value, and therefore the value of the constant is highly
relevant to assessing the feasibility of the method.
Knill has also described a different scheme for fault-tolerant quantum computation, the “Fibonacci
scheme,” which has a more modest overhead cost [10]. This scheme is based on the observation that a
distance-2 code, aside from detecting errors, can also correct errors that occur at known positions in the
code block. Thus, in the Fibonacci scheme, ancillas are not discarded when errors are detected; rather the
positions of the blocks with detected errors are recorded, and this information is used to attempt to correct
the located errors using the code at the next level up. (We call it the Fibonacci scheme because the recursion
relation for the probability of failure involves a Fibonacci sequence.) According to Knill’s numerics, this more
efficient scheme also has a threshold above 1%. However, the threshold analysis we have reported in this
paper applies not to the Fibonacci scheme, but rather to the more wasteful scheme in which ancillas with
detected errors are discarded. Finding a rigorous lower bound on the accuracy threshold that is attainable
with the Fibonacci scheme (and thus with a less demanding resource cost) is an interesting open problem.
Here we will just make a few simple and general remarks about the constant overhead factor for the
more wasteful version of Knill’s postselection method, without attempting any detailed estimates. And let
us recall that we are only considering the cost of using error detection to realize gates of adequate fidelity
that can then be plugged into a “traditional” fault-tolerant scheme based on quantum error-correcting codes;
thus this constant factor multiplies the resource requirements for the “traditional” scheme, estimated in, for
example, [7].
Furthermore, for our sketchy discussion we will consider only the postselected simulation of the CSS
gates. The postselection scheme may also require (off-line) state distillation in order to boost from CSS
computation to universal quantum computation, and the number of rounds needed for successful distillation
depends on how noisy the initial copies are. We must prepare enough initial copies to support the needed
number of rounds of the distillation protocol; however we will not consider this feature of the overhead
estimate in any detail.
Rather let us merely observe that the postselection scheme is costly because ancilla preparation needs
to be repeated many times before an ancilla is finally accepted. We may imagine that many ancillas are
prepared in parallel, sufficiently many so that at least one preparation is likely to be accepted. If in each
attempt the probability of acceptance is p≪ 1, then if N attempts are made in parallel the probability that
all attempts fail is (1 − p)N ≈ e−pN . We should choose N large enough so that this probability is small
compared to other sources of error in our simulation.
Recall that the ancilla is accepted only if no error is detected at any level. The ancilla will certainly be
accepted if there are not any faults in any gates. Let L denote the total size of the preparation circuit for
a particular C2 ancilla state, including the complete C
◦k
1 decoding step. Then, if the fault rate is ε, the
probability p of acceptance obeys
p ≥ (1− ε)L ≈ e−εL . (68)
But L depends on k, the number of levels of concatenation. How should k and L scale with the strength of
the noise?
We need to choose L large enough so that our simulated logical C2 gates have a fault rate below εth =
1.9× 10−4 [9]. The simulated gate could have a fault for either one of two reasons. One of the postselected
C◦k1 gates in the C2 preparation circuit might fail. Or a logical C2 error might arise because more errors
occur in a C2 block during the decoding of the C
◦k
1 block and the following Bell measurement than C2 can
correct. Let us take it for granted that C2 has been chosen so that the latter type of error is sufficiently
unlikely, and therefore we only need to worry about the first type.
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Suppose the C2 preparation circuit has L2 gates, each simulated using postselected computation with
the code C◦k1 . If we want the failure probability of each gate to be below 10
−4/L2, we choose the level k of
concatentation to be such that
2k ≈ log(10
4ε0L2)
log(ε0/ε)
, (69)
(where ε0 is the threshold for postselected CSS computation) so that the size of the C2 ancilla preparation
circuit is
L ≈ L2
(
log(104ε0L2)
log(ε0/ε)
)log2 ℓ
. (70)
Here ℓ is the maximal number of locations in any C1 1-Rec (ℓ = 2 × 28 + 4 = 60 and log2 ℓ ≈ 5.91 for the
simulation we have described).
The number of gates needed for the preparation of each C2 ancilla scales like NL, because the preparation
is attempted N times and L gates are used each time. N is chosen so that the probability e−pN of failing in
all N attempts is also less than 10−4, or
NL > p−1 · ln(104) · L ≈ (9.2) · LeεL . (71)
Combining eq. (70) with eq. (71), we have a crude estimate of the constant overhead factor. It is a “constant”
in the sense that it does not depend on the size of the quantum circuit to be executed, but it diverges as ε
approaches the threshold from below (and it is a discouraging constant when ε is close to ε0). To optimize
the overhead it is important to keep the C2 ancilla preparation circuits as efficient as possible. Note that
these preparation circuits need not be fault tolerant — we are assuming that a single bad gate in the circuit
causes it to fail.
In principle there is a tradeoff between the overhead cost of the postselected part of the computation
and the overhead associated with, e.g., the concatenated Bacon-Shor quantum error-correcting code [9]
that protects against errors in the encoded C2 computation. But the overhead cost of the error-detecting
postselected computation is so high compared to the overhead cost of the error-correcting simulation that in
the optimal construction the noise in the logical C2 gates should be only slightly below the error correction
threshold (≈ 10−4) that can be attained using quantum error-correcting codes.
14 Conclusions
In this paper, following Knill’s perceptive suggestion [10], we have studied fault-tolerant simulations of
quantum circuits based on concatenated error-detecting codes and postselection. We have proved that there
is an accuracy threshold ε˜0 for postselected quantum computation, and we have derived a lower bound on
the value of this threshold: ε˜0 > 1.04× 10−3.
To prove this result we must analyze the failure probability of simulated quantum gates conditioned on
acceptance (i.e., given that no errors are detected during the simulation). The analysis shows that if the
noise strength ε is less than ε˜0, then by choosing the level k of the concatenated code sufficiently large we
can make the conditional probability of failure per gate arbitrarily small. When ε is small enough, faults are
sufficiently sparse that errors are almost sure to be detected before they can accumulate to cause an encoded
error at the code’s top level.
If we use error detection and postselection to simulate a large circuit, then we can be confident in
the reliability of the simulation only if every simulated gate accepts, and unfortunately the probability of
acceptance by every gate declines exponentially with the circuit size L. Therefore for L large we would need
to repeat the simulation an unreasonable number of times to have a reasonable probability of acceptance.
Fortunately, though, postselected simulations are of potential practical interest even for L fixed, in which
case the overhead cost is only a (possibly large) multiplicative constant.
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In particular, for ε < ε˜0 we can use postselected quantum computation (with constant overhead cost) to
simulate quantum gates with fault rate below 1.9× 10−4, a value already shown in [9] to be a lower bound
on the quantum accuracy threshold. Thus we can establish that, for ε < ε˜0, an arbitrarily long quantum
circuit can be simulated accurately with polylogarithmic overhead. In other words, we have improved the
best rigorously established lower bound on the accuracy threshold for quantum computation by about a
factor of 5.5, from 1.9× 10−4 to 1.04× 10−3.
To study the accuracy of postselected circuits, we used some of the same ideas that we developed in
[7] for the study of simulations using quantum error correction, but some additional new techniques were
needed, too. For example, simulations based on error correction or on error detection can be analyzed using
the concept of level reduction, but in the case of error detection we needed the carefully constructed rules
described in Sec. 6 for carving a bad cluster, and also the notion of weak correctness. We also needed
to extend the level-reduction concept, in Sec. 8, from closed circuits concluded by measurements to open
circuits concluded by (noisy) decoders. Furthermore, bounding the probability of failure of circuit simulations
conditioned on acceptance requires firmer control over the correlations in the noise than we needed in [7],
and hence the noise model formulated in Sec. 4.2 — locally correlated stochastic noise — is more restrictive
than the local noise model adopted in [7]. The crux of our analysis is in Sec. 7, where we developed the
crucial concept of a minimal sealed cluster, and used it to estimate the failure probability for a specified set
of gates conditioned on global acceptance by every error detection gadget in an entire circuit.
The formulation of the recursion relations in Sec. 12.1.3 invoked some tricks, such as contracting gadgets
and distinguishing failure probabilities for truncated and untruncated extended rectangles, that complicated
the analysis but improved the numerical estimate of the accuracy threshold. Even so, our rigorous lower
bound is more than an order of magnitude below Knill’s threshold estimates based on numerical simulation.
Presumably, further bells and whistles in the analysis could push up our threshold estimate further, but
the prospect of closing the gap between the rigorous lower bound and Knill’s estimates seems daunting.
(Reichardt’s quite different methods [14] also yield a lower bound close to 10−3.) Our work might be fruitfully
extended in several other directions; for example, it would be interesting to perform a rigorous analysis of the
Fibonacci simulation method mentioned in Sec. 13, or of the reliability of postselected quantum computation
in the presence of (sufficiently local) coherent noise. In addition, we have assumed that two-qubit gates can
act on any pair of qubits, no matter how distantly separated. How will the threshold estimate based on
postselected quantum computation be affected if two-qubit gates act on only nearest neighbors in a particular
spatial architecture?
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